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In this study the riter h developed rittn ic1e 
for girlv living In houe ngerent house. The need for i 
rnting eCr1e r4sts in rt in the ]re nunber of ctivtttc 
!ne! the ide vìriety of experience which the hose ntge- 
ent house proviCe5. The need also reSts In part in the 
double urpoe orc recently uocttte tth home ncge- 
ment houee, thit tt, e h$?1S upon huzn value! well 
upon the 'evel3pmant of !kill. 

The cle develo2ed after r careful tucy of the 
org-ntzitic,n of hotte ngement hu5e is d.teniiined fron 
the tu4 ot Ltterture ind from the i.'tter ftrtlirtty 
with the three houe at Oregon tte College nd the one 
home vnrtgeent house t West Virginit Univerity. A the rrttng scale w ('e;igned specifIcally for use in est 
V1rgtnic Universtt, the Or:1tZ&t13n )f the hone snsg- 
ment hue In tht echoo]. va crutthtzed carefully to s 
it it rnight be fairly c7.rnble to the gnizstton in 
other house5. it minor reviaion of the distribution of 
duttee '8 n,ids before the rc:le v: coapleted. Thus bt- 
clly the ecle eonstructed upan frr.ewQrk of dutte 
which 1 quite reiresmttive t hase ngeent houe. 

Por tho eelopont of the rttng scn]., other c-le 
and rating dev,tce nere 'tudled. It wne decided for the 
purpose of th1 scte thrt desirbie tore to une would 
bi thit of a liner continuurn wtth sczre rngirig from rive 
P the htghet level of toecplihment tc one the loet 
lavel Dt aøcomplirhment. ?urthernre, it ws decided th.t 
to define each duty or ctivit' 1nclued in the rcle t 
three 10ve15 of gccom1iRhment, the highly deirblo level, 
the nver'ge level, end the level rit which the ccm2itshment 
becomen uncceptble, would ae for ee rLd un1formtt in 
checking. 



Por the development of the rttn c1e, student 1- 
t"nce we's soht, The studsnt living in home i:ngeent 
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1.y-e nd breiìk down the duties es or;ntzed into setiv1ties hi could be r-ted sop'rtte1y. Twenty-one of these stu- 
dents rte theeelves by this sc1e, used the sosie a 
bnsie for cnterexÀce with the supervtsor, and de construc- tive criticisms. Thec ugrstion were incorporsted in the 
seftie. 

Ptn.11y the pinins of speciiitsts *ere aoht ftr thi 
development of the r"ttng scie. Tw.nty-fur cooperators 
checked r*nd returet te ?re.imtnry fzr of the sc1e, which hd been developed with rtt1ent sstetrnc. itt !est Virginiì 
University. They 2vainted eeh item in the sc1.e on the 
bsis of whether it was 1., "essentieL even for s auch sortr 
bridgod fçr, Jr the scrio," :, "desirable nd would b, weU to tnc].ude in compicte c1e but not in tn brtdged fora,' 
'tnecessry but eight i8rtfy aomewht the et'indrd 

ree zaned nd tght be worthy of inclusion in the eor com- 
tete scle, or 4, shoui.d be omitted from ettnor..... eile. 

By ri1ying the results of these pprsisals, csrfuUy cn- 
idering the comments of the eooperstora, end epthg in 

mind the objectives of home mr ngeent bouse, the irriter 
org'nized the rrttti seile. 

The rcting scale ha bi1A developed in t*o forrns. Bsi- osily they !re eonstructed like, but n the abridged tore 
thAt ?rt thaling with the household duties hiti been shortened 
so thEt it tnciw!es helf es asny items s the mare eom4ete 
fori. The two sekten JIPO compisreble in scope. ìch sosie 
hf3 'i 9rt .'hich deals with evilwttn of studentt, level 
of secomolishment in eseb 1tsse of .oh duty. Prìrt A, es 
previously xplined, is defined t three levels of soco*- pltshment, but nilows for r:ftnge of scores from five to one. 
,& soale h H toot n.ste ..ri eeh prge of ?'rt it which prou 

viies op ortuntty for a student to expisin if she hd en se- 
co:tub1e reson for t..iling to do highly destrble vork in 
Bnl nre. Ech scale hcs Pert B consisting f twelve pointa 
dealing with persoxu'lity'. ch mge of ?iu't B provides a key 
for tnterpretstion of 530h of these e!ursctertatica et three 
levels of ccomplishtent slthoth :ch ta described t the highly destr;btc level only. Prt B is also sealed permitting 
t rnge of zcore! from five to one. 

rccoandtions for scrtng plree :71roxt.tely two-thirds 
of the weicht of the final score upon household duties, snd 
about one-third upon personslity fctors i#ffeeting reltin- 
shipsj thtt i to-thtrds on Prt A and one-third on P'rt B. 



Th1 prop3rtiu i c-natder.d desirb].e in that (i) coopera-. tore e,nidere Lrt B of r$%t tmpnrt'rice, (') Part is significant thrQWhout the entire perid if residence in the 
houa rrther than eopsrble to n sthLe duty, () and while 
aoae might oon5tder that Part B deserved more mphsis, these frctor o to aoe degree influence th' ca,I.ett3n of the cti- vittos in Part A. 

The more complete fora of thr ratiz see].s ta recoa2enöec 
of student, to fejlttrte lernin n6 to ít in self-. ev1untion ; for use of supervisors in vitwtton, ;utdnnes, 

nd rdtn fr ue of both atudent ri6 suervtsor "s r bate for ?ersonel onfernces foUotng completion or a duty 
or th' crttr ,eriod of re'td.trce. 

The rrttn eplp w' planned sectficsliy for use in 
Wet't Virginia Thtversity, my be used with alight sdapttton in )regon 8tate Col1ge, nd ?1'y be estly mdapted to suit 
mort bom n:gent house situations vhich provided for cre of e amqtl child. 
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TRE DEVELOPMENT OF A RATING SCALE FOR GIRLS 
LIVING IN HOME MANAGEMENT ROUSES 

CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

Home management houses offer numerous developmental 

possibilities in two major areas; first, in human rela- 

tions and satisfactions, and second, In material and 

physical practices, achievements, and skills. The possi- 

bility for experiences in the home management houses are 

numerous. Almost every girl finds herself more skilled 

in some phases of the course than in others, more inter- 

ested in some than in others, and with a different level 

of standarös for some than for others. Specifically, she 

may be very much at ease with a small group of girls re- 

siding In the house, but timid and awkward when guests 

are present. Or she may be an excellent cook, a good 

foods manager, and have high standards of cleanliness in 

processes related to food preparation, but she may leave 

the laundry room and tubs In disorder, er know very little 

about child care. Thus she needs to appreciate that she 

has good standards and the necessary skill In handling 

food preparation, as well as to recognIze her need for 

improvement in these other areas if her home Is to be the 



well-ordered home she would probably wish lt to be. 

Purpose of t study 

The purpose of this study, then, is to develop one 

or more forms of a rating scale which may serve as a 

device for helping each girl residing in the home manage- 

ment house in evaluating her standards, her progress, and 

her needs. The scale is also planned to serve as a de- 

vice which will assist the supervisor in understanding 

each student. It is hoped that this will be accomplished 

through an objective analysis of the girl's practices 

within the home management house with regard to both the 

completion each task and to those less tangible fac- 

tors which Involve human relationships. It is hoped that 

the scale may provide a summary of the course which may 

be used at least to some extent as a basis upon which a 

student may determine wherein she has achieved or has 

failed to reach accepted standards. 

It is also the hope of the writer that this scale 

may be helpful to the student when it is used (after hav- 

ing been checked by student and supervisor) as a basis 

for a conference with the supervisor following the girl's 

period of residence In the house. Thus each student may 

not only evaluate her own skills and personality develop- 

ment, limited as she may be by her own standards, but she 
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may have the opcortunity of personal guidance which will 

help her to see more clearly the significance of her 

greater assets, and ways in which she may improve in other 

areas. It is assumed that the supervisor using this scale 

will be keen in her observation and reasonably accurate 

in her interpretation as well as to be the type of indi- 

vidual who can confer satisfactorily with a student on a 

friendly and objective basis. 

In undertaking the development of this rating scale, 

the writer is aware that there are those who feel that any 

rating scale is a "dangerous tool" and that it may dis- 

courage some, and also that it may tend to standardize 

one's thinking as well as work. he feels, how- 

ever, that if a scale is carefully developed, and pre- 

sented to students with stress upon growth, individuality, 

and cooperation, both between students, and between stu- 

dent and supervisor, it can make a real contribution to 

the home management house course. 



CHAPTER II 

THE DEVELOPMENT AND ORGANIZATION 
OF HOME MANAGEMENT HOUSES 

Home management houses, now a generally accepted 

phase of the Home Economies program in co11ege$ and uni- 

verslties, have had various purposes since the first two 

were established, one at Tuskegee Institute, Alabama, and 

one at Stout Institute, Menomonie, Wisconsin, in 1904 

( 15, p. i). Some were considered model houses, some lab- 

oratories in which students demonstrated their "training 

and skills acquired in previously completed home economics 

courses," some stressed efficiency in household tasks 

(14, p. 1). By 1918 two schools had included the care of 

a baby in the house, thus beginning a new emphasis 

(15, p. 2). 

More recently home mansgement houses have been de- 

signed to serve a double purpose. First, human vslues or 

satisfactions and developments of members of the group 

are given consideration, and second, technological values, 

those which are a means to an end and which Involve effi- 

ciency and Drøduction (18, p. 10; 8, p. 2). A group of 

teschers of home management in some of the leading Home 

Economics departments, published (1938), after a series 
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of conferences, the following definition: "Home manage- 

ment is planning, guiding, and directing human and mater- 

ial resources for the optimal development of individual 
members and the family within the home and in their rela- 
tions with other individuals." The group interpreted 
optimal development of the individual to include "social, 
emotional, mental, physical, and spiritual growth." As 

resources they indicate "energy (human and mechanical); 

time; money; goods and services (public and commercial); 

health; former associations and experiences; capacities 
and abilities (potential and developed); habits of work- 

ing and living; e.ctive interests; and attitudes of dif- 
ferent individuals." (6, p. 8). Thus they interpret a 

broad conception of the present purpose of home manage- 

ment houses. 

Qrg aniation 

The organization of the houses verLes In different 
institutions. Cameron (4, p. 9-12) found in a study of 
49 home management houses and 34 institutions t.ht the 

majority were housed on or near the campus, and the stu- 

dents did all or nearly all of the housework. Thirty- 

five of the 49 houses had full-time resident supervisors, 
7 were supervised by staff mezthers, and 7 by graduate 

assistants. The average number of students residing in 



the houses v.ras 5.95. And 10 of the 34 schools reported 

caring for a child in the house. 

Qrganizati.n oÎ the Home Management ffouses at 
Qreon State Co1lee and ji.ja Uni veri 

The writer has had an opportunity to become familiar 

with the organization of home management houses at Oregon 

State College and at West Virginia University. She has 

selected the houses in these two schools as a basis for 

her study because each house provides for care of a child, 

and in each school the course seems quite comparable to 

the average or middle trend in home management house or- 

ganization and management. Therefore these houses would 

probably have practically all of the problems encountered 

in other home management houses, and most of the major 

experiences included in other houses. 

Oregon State College 

Oregon State College has three home management houses 

located two on and one near the campus. The optimum num- 

ber of students residing in each house is six; therefore 

the divislun of duties is based on that number. In addi- 

tion, each house has a baby and also a resident super- 

visor, who may be either an instructor or a graduate 

assistant supervisor. At times a foretgn student resides 
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:1n one of the hou8es. 

The organizatIon of dutieB is as follows (2): 

Housekeeper: The housekeeper cares Íor the second floor, 

hallways, the bathrooms, and the cleaning equipment used 

on second floor. She helps clear the table after meals, 

stacks dishes, dries and puts away glasses and silverware. 

Assistant Cook: The assistant cook helps with the final 

preparation of meals, sets the table, waits on the table, 

answers the telephone and doorbell at meal time, cleans 

the shelves of the dish cupboard and linen closet, 

polishes silver, washes dishes, cleans the sink, refriger- 

ator, and working surfaces in the kitchen. 

Cook: The cook plans meals and orders food, checks 

orders, stores food, and prepares ùieals. She cares for 

the kitchen. She stores left-over food, keeps all bills, 

keeps food accounts, and suiimarizes food costs at the 

completion of her duty. She also serves as hostess. 

Child Director: The child director is responsible for 

care of the child and for scheduling an assistant to care 

for him when she is away. She plans menus for the child, 

prepares his food, and cares for his dishes, dish cup- 

board, and food storage. She feeds the child, bathes him, 

dresses him, and puts him to bed. She keeps a record of 

his progress in development. 



Laundress: The laundress washes, irons, trends, and 

stores all baby clothing. She launders bath towels and 

luncheon sets. She sends out, checks, and stores other 

house laundry. She and the housekeeper change all beds 

once a week. She replaces soiled linens with fresh ones. 

She is responsible for linen closets, laundry room, and 

laundry equipment. 

Ilost: The host carries host responsibilIties at the 

table, cleans first floor and basement, and cares for 

cleaning closets and equipment. She sorts riail and 

selects and arranges flowers. 

All students cooperate by caring for their own be- 

longings, making their own beds, answering the telephone 

and doorbell, caring for the baby when scheduled by the 

child director, and helping in the entertainment of house 

guests (10, pp. 6-8). 

West Virginia University 

At '.Vest Virginia University there is one home manage- 

ment house which is located near the campus. A house was 

leased until 1942 at which time the department purchased 

a dwelling. As thIs is written the house is being re- 

modeled for use. It will accommodate six or seven girls, 

a child, and a resident supervisor. The former dwelling 

accornr,iodated but five girls, a child, and a supervisor. 

The actual division of duties is therefore in the process 

of reorganization. A suggested division of duties for 



the new residence preceeds the final form of this scale 

which is included later in this study. The following 

division of responsibilities is thnt which has been used 

in West Virginia and is similar to the organization at 

Oregon State College. It Is described briefly here be- 

cause it has been used in this study as the basis for 

constructing the preliminary rating scale. 

Child Directçi: The child director is reponsib1e for 

the baby's care, and for scheduling another student to 

care for him when she is away. She plans his menu, pre- 

pares and stores his food, cares for his dishes and dish 

cupboard. She keeps the nursery clean and orderly. She 

does the baby's laimdry. She feeds, bathes, dresses, 

and puts the child to bed. She keeps daily records which 

she hands in at the completion of her dutr. 

flusekeeer The houseke'per cares for the entire house 

with the exception of the dining room, kitchen, and nur- 

sery. She cares for wclks, steps, porches, and cleaning 

sup1ies. She cares for the furnace (unless assisted 

by an N. Y. A. student) and keeps the basement clean and 

orderly. She purchases household supulies, flowers, and 

all articles not included in the food budget. She keeps 

accounts, and turns them in at the completion of her 

duty. She collects, lists, sends out, and checks laundry, 

and places fresh bed linens for girls to change their own 

beds. She acts as host, and because she will become the 
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next child director, she serves as first assistant to 

the child director. 

Foods Manag The foods manager plans, purchases, 

checks, and stores the food. She prepares meals, cares 

for left over foods, keeps bills and accounts, and sum- 

marizes costs at the completion of her duty. She serves 

as hostess. She keeps the kitchen clean as she works, and 

also cares for the refrigerator. 

Aasistant Foods Mnage The assistant helps the cook 

with marketing, final meal preparation, and in the care 

of the kitchen. She cleans cupboards, garbage cans, and 

stove. She mops and waxes the floor as needed. She 

launders the tea towels and dish cloths, and w'shes dishes 

after meals. 

Dinj room Manager: The dining room manager cares for 

the dining room, sets and serves the table, launders all 

table linens, dries and puts away dishes, and cleans the 

silver. She may help get the meal on the table. 

Each girl cares for her owiì belongings, makes her 

bed, answers the telephone and doorbell when near, cares 

for the baby v,rhen scheduled by the child director, and 

helps entertain house guests. 

Oregon State College gives 5 term hours of credit 

for the course, and West Virginia University allows 3 

semester hours or 4 term hours. The girls usually stay 

in the house about six weeks in the former school, and 
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approximately five in the latter. In both schocis the 

course is required for graduation in Home Economics, and 

Is planned for students who are In their senior year. 
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CHAPTER III 

REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE 

A survey of the literature was made to determine the 

extent to which research had included studies relating to 

the organization and management of home management houses 

and also to determine the types of measuring devices in- 

eluding rating scales that had been developed to set 

standards and evaluate tudents efficiency and progress. 

Studies which included data relating to these areas 

re briefly summarized. 

Boyd (2) in 1943 studied family life practices of 

grsdutes In the School of Home Economics at Oregon State 

College from 1918 to 1922 and from 19O to 1934. She 

asked questions to determine the extent to which her co- 

operators felt that the home management house should first 

be run on a higher or lower income level than when they 

were in college, second provide a close approach to a 

home situation, and third provide a situation in which 

girls may combine technical information and other train- 

Ing. She found that there was comparatively high approval 

of the income level represented when they were in college: 

only l2.8 thought lt should be higher and l5 thought it 

should be lower. Eighty-five percent felt the home 

management house should provide a close approach to a 

home situation In which girls may combine technical In- 
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formation and other training.* 

Brier (3) In 1940 studied home management houses for 

the purpose of planning furnishings for a house at Oregon 

State College. Thile the primary purpose of the thesis 

is not closely related to the problem of rating students, 

she has reviewed the organization and purposes of the 

house. She has accepted in her study the economic stand- 

ard set forth by Cameron (4) when she planned a house 

costing approximately $16,000. Brier's house furnish- 

ings budget was twenty-fIve percent of that amount. 

Carter (5) in 1942 made a survey of household nian- 

agement practices of married graduates of the School of 

Home Economics of Oregon State College from 1925 to 1929 

and from 1935 to 1939. Part of her findings relate to 

the value of the home management house course, as rated. 

by these graduates (5, pp. 69-70). As a help in solving 

problems of home making, the course in home management 

house was rated of great importance by of some im- 

portance by 15.5, of little importance by 5.5, and of 

no Importance by 2 of those who took the course. It 

was considered fourth in importance In a list of eight 

courses. 

* Oregon State College has attempted to maintain a typi- 
cal middle class standard, representative of the homes 
from which the girls come and consistant with the 
economic conditions of the country. 
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Carter (5, p. 79) also asked the question, Have you 

found that living in home management house has been an 

id to you?'7 She found that 75.5Z of the 200 studied felt 
they had been sided, 7.5 felt they had not benefitted 

greatly from the house, and the remaining 17% either did 

not live in the house or did not respond.* 

Another point in Carter's thesis (5, p. 80, appen- 

dix C i) having bearing on this problem was the response 

to the question concerning the most valuable phase of the 

home management house course. Child care was checked by 

45% and meal preparation by 20%. Others indicated that 

the most valuable phase was meal planning, living with 

others, time scheduling, management, budgeting, practi- 

cal experience, routine methods of work, entertaining, 

coordination of all Home Economics work, marketing, 

scheduling of household tasks, gaining self-confidence 

and poise, meal serving, being hostess, and a combination 

of these. It would seem from the above list that ar 

area may be of great significance to a particular stu- 

dent, depending upon her need. 

CanerQJ1 (4) in 1939 developed reconimendatiois for 

planning a home management house for Oregon State College 

based on a study of needs. She studied home management 

* Home management house became a requirement for gradua- 
tion from the School of Home Economics in 1927. Thus 
it had not been required of but may have been elected 
by the 1925 and 1926 graduates. 
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houses (4, pp. 8-12) at Oregon State College and at other 

Institutions. She found that in the 34 institutIons re- 

porting, there were 49 honie management houses, that the 

average value of the adapted residences ws $8,000, and 

that of houses built expressly for home management houses 

the value was 13,555. The average monthly rent, where 

houses were rented, was 63. 

In all schools the girls resided In the house for 

the period of the course, which averaged 6.97 weeks. The 

average number of term hours given for this course ws 

3.7, and the average for semester system was 3.24 hours. 

The houses varied as to type of heat provided. In 

14 of the schools, houses were heated by a centrsl heat- 

Ing plant, while two schools used oil, six gas, five coal, 

one central heating and coal, and one did not specify. 

Of the 34 schools reporting, 23 indicated that the girls 

did practically all of the housework, and the six re- 

porting niiid service avcr.ged only 6.5 hours per week. 

Of the 34 schools, 10 reported caring for a child 

in the house. The average age of the child at admission 

was 4.5 months. 

Hed].und (9) in 1942 analyzed the needs of home 

management houses at Oregon State College with reference 

to kitchen utensils used in the planning, preparation, 

and service of meals for twelve. This number was speci- 
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fled as the desirable optimum fr regular guest dinners 
(9, p. n) to be served at one table. 

Horning (io) in 1940 made an analysis of the time 

spent by home management house students. Her findlrgs 

indicate that the students average more time on this course 

than is required at Oregon State Collegc per credit hour, 

that the students spent on the average more time on house- 

hold duties than did the Oregon non-country non-farm 

families uf comparable constituency (10, pp. 23-24), snd 

that this average for girls living in the houses was 

5 hours and 12 minutes per day. Horning's study indi- 

cates the probable causes of variation from the usual 

household time expenditures. They are as follows: the 

high standards maintained in the houses, the students' 

lack of familiarity with kitchens and equipment, frequent 

changes in duties, more frequent entertaining, interrup- 

tions for classes and other school activities, and lack 

of previous experience with household duties. 

She found that there was considerable variation 

among the duties as designated at Oregon State College. 

The cook averaged 7 hours and 5 minutes per day, the child 

director 5 hours and 50 minutes, the assistant cook 5 

hours and 41 minutes, the laundress 4 hours and 42 min- 

utes, the housekeeper 4 hours and 30 minutes, and the 

host 3 hours and 18 mInutes. However, the favorite duties 
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of the students were child director arid cook. 

This study is an excellent preliminary to the present 

one in that It evaluates each duty In terms of time expen- 

diture. 

I1e (ii) In 1940 made a normative study of the 

growth and development of home management house infants. 

Her discussion (il, pp. 46-62) of the Iet of the baby, 

of his sleep, of the baby's elimination, of his hours out 

of doors, of his health, and of schedule changes as fac- 

tors which influence his growth and development Indicates 

the importance of clearly defined standards of procedure 

for the child director. 

Noer (22) In 1941 obtained the reactions of 22 a1i- 

nae and 40 seniors with regard to what had been valuable 

and what deficiencies were felt in the courses in Home 

Economics at West Virginia University. There was general 

agreement that the home management house experience was 

definitely helpful. The specific experiences listed as 

most important were in the areas of 

1. Care of the baby 

2. Management of time and energy 

3. Food management 

4. Money management 

SInna (14) in 1942 made a study to determine the 

factors which influence planning and construction of a 



home management house for the School of Home Economics at 

Oregon State College. As a basis for her study she evalu- 

ated objectives for the home management house by obtaining 

the opinions of cooperators from the Oregon state College 

Home Economics faculty and from graduates who had com- 

pleted the home management house course in that school. 

The objectives and a brief summary to indicate the trend 

of the evaluation of each objective follows (14): 

"Objective 1. The home management house should provide 

a close approach to the home situation in which 

girls may apply the technical information and 

training they have received in other courses." 

The total responses of the cooperators showed 

a 95.E% agreement that this was a necessary aim 

for the home management house. 

"Ob.iective 2. The home management house should provide 

a place where girls receive guidance in personal 

problems including marriage and the home." 

Of the cooperators, 37.8% considered this 

necessary, and an additional 44.4% felt it to be 

highly desirable though not necessary, making a 

total of 82.2%. Sinnard gives consideration to 

the comment of one of the faculty who said: "This 

would depend upon the person in charge of the 

house. Better not at all than poorly done." 
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"Objective 3. The home management house should furnish 

a situation where students get a concept of what 

constitutes a harmonious and agreeable home." 

Though 86.7% considered this necessary and 

8.9% more deemed it highly desirable, cne faculty 

member's question of "Can it be done there?" 

might well be noted preliminary to this study. 

A more positive faculty comment to this same 

objective was "Harmony within the group is the 

most important factor in the whole situation." 

"Objective 4. The home management house should train 

the students in good housekeeping." 

Eighty-six and seven tenths percent of the 

cooperators considered this essential and another 

6.7% felt it to be highly desirable. 

"Objective 5. The home management house should train 

the students in good household management." 

This objective was rated necessary by 97.8% 

of the cooperators, and as highly desirable by 

the remaining 2.2%. 

"Objective 6. The home management house should train 

students in hospitality practices." 

This aim was deemed necessary by 80.0% and 

highly desirable by 17.8%, though two comments, 

one specifying "on a simple scale" and one limit- 
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Ing hospitality practices to the average enter- 
talriinent of a specific Income level, are interest- 
Ing with regard to the present study. 

Objecj.ve 7. The home management house should provide 
a place where the students in child development 

course may observe the baby.tT 

Forty-eight and nine tenths percent thought 
this to be necessary, 26.7 highly desirable, and 

17.8 thought It should be included unless the 

provision would add to the cost of the house. 

"Objective 8. The home management house should demon- 

strate good ideas in house planning and furnish- 
Ing." 

Eighty-two and three tenths percent considered 
this to be necessary and l3.3 more s highly de- 

sirable objective. 

Subsequent to this point, "Objective 14" 

asked the question, "Do you think that the home 

management house should represent in planning, 
construction, and furnishing, the scale of living 
of a particular income group?" Responses showed 

that 76.5% of the cooperators favored a definite 
plan for reflecting a specific income level. 

"Obiectye. The home management house should demon- 

strate the use of the very best household equip- 
ment." 
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Only l5. of the cooperators considered 

this necessary, 37.6 thought lt to be highly 

desirable, and l7.8 felt it should be added un- 

less lt adds to the cost of the house. 

"ObjectiveiQ. The home management house should pro- 

vide a center of hospitality for the School of 

Home Economics." 

Of the cooperators, 17.8% considered this 

objective necessary, 33.3% felt it to be highly 

desirable, and 28.4% would not have this an ob- 

jective of the house. While lt Is discussed by 

Sinnsrd because of Its effect upon housing, it is 

desirable for the purpose rating 

scale to note the extent to which the cooperators 

have approved of objective number 30. It would be 

possible to give some practice in hospitality, 

rather than to make it a large responsibility. 

Closely related to this objective is the so- 

called ?tobjectjve 13" in which cooperators were 

requested to indicate what hospitality practices 

they would recommend for the home management house. 

These recommendations were for dinners and lunch- 

eons, with a total of about 12 to be served at one 

large table. Average numbers specified for teas, 

for parties to be served at small tables, for tray 
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luncheons, at outdoor parties, and at teas ranged 

from 16.9 to 26.1. It was indicated that the 

smaller group entertainments were preferred. 

"Objective II. The home management house should provide 

publicity for the School of Home Economics." 

Total responses indicate wide disagreement as 

only 3.9% considered this objective necessary and 

17.8% desirable, while 42.2% termed lt immaterial 

and 13.3% would not Include it as an objective. 

"Objective 12. The home management house should give 

the students opportunity to further their own 

friendships." 

Sixty percent considered this point either 

necessary or highly desirable, while 20% felt lt 

to be ir'iaterial and 20% expressed no opinion. 

The answers seemed to be based less on the de- 

sirability of this objective than on whether the 

students had sufficient leisure time in the house 

to make it possible. 

Spike (15) in 1933 made an analysis and comparison 

of the finances of the two home management houses at 

Oregon State College from the year 1926-27 to 1931-32, 

inclusive. For the purpose of this study, the history of 

home management houses in general as well as of those at 

Oregon State College has been helpful in understanding 
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the stages of development through which the home manage- 

ment houses have passed. 

Wasinuth (17) in 1938, studied the activities of 

eighteen students in their homes and in home management 

house. She selected seven characteristics which were 

used for a rating scale. These seven points are as fol- 

lows: 

1. To what degree does she express self-confidence 

in her work? 

2. To what degree does she assume responsbi1ity? 

3. To what degree does she plan her undertakings? 

4. To what degree does she make adjustments to 

meeting situations? 

5. To what degree does she make personal-social 

contributions to the group? 

6. To what degree does she make material-technical 

contributions to the group? 

7. To what degree does she cooperate with members 

in the group? 

These seven points were interpreted at five levels 

of accomplishment. The scale was to be used by the 

instructor in appraisal of her students. Both the points 

included and the organization of ?asmuth's scale were con- 

sidered in the development of the writer's rating scale. 
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CHAPTER IV 

THE CONSTRUCTION OF THE RATING SCALE 

When the writer became supervisor of Home Manage- 

ment House at West Virginia University, the program for 

the house was planned bind organized. The division of 

student duties was similar to that at Oregon State Col- 

lege, but because the house was saal1er, accommodating 

but five girls, one child, and one supervisor, there were 

some variations in the division of responsibilities. 

As a new supervisor, the writer was interested first 

to determine the values in the program as outlined, and 

secor to attempt on the basis of her former experience 

to offer suggestions which might lead to improvement in 

organization. She attempted to be alert to the indi- 

vidual needs of the girls and to be analytical in order 

that she might best help them as individuals in home 

management house. With the help of constructive criti- 

cisms from each group of resident students and from the 

head of her department, the following changes which in- 

fluenced the organization of the wrjters study seemed 

to be desirable. 

1. I minor reorganization of duties was needed to 

more nearly equalize the student load and to 
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cause less confusion at specific times. 

An importsnt change concerned thst of host- 

ess responsibility which had previously been a 

part of the specific program of Child Director. 

Because the time at which the baby might need 

attention was unpredictable, the hostess was 

occasionally busy with his care when guests 

arrived, or occasionally the hostess needed to 

be excused from the dinner table to attend to 

the child. It was also difficult at times for 

the Child Director if she also served as hostess 

to direct meal service because she had to be in- 

structed by the foods manager as to what was to 

be served and also to plan with her for the type 

of service. Furthermore, guests tended to 

assume that the hostess had prepared the meal. 

Therefore, it was decided that the foods manager 

could more easily and more logically carry the 

hostess responsibilities. 

2. A syllabus which would give a fairly complete 

outline of specific duties as well as to suggest 

methods for the completion of specific tasks was 

considered desirable. 

3. Both supervisor and students had the feeling that 

an evaluation of the students' work necessitated 



the consideration of so many factors that it 

was extremely difficult to be sure that each fac- 

tor had been given fair consideration. These 

needs were net in the following manner: 

A. A minor reorganization of duties was 

attempted and incorporated in a syllabus 

which defined duties, and gave numerous 

suggestions for methods of completing 

those duties satisfactorily. The sylla-. 

bus also attempted to offer bits of in- 

spirational home-making philosophy. As 

a guide for writing the syllabus, the 

writer referred to Oehler's syllabus (23) 

for home management house which is used 

at Oregon State College. A part of the 

West Virginia University syllabus, with 

specific definition of duties, is in- 

cluded in the appendix (Excerpts from a 

Syllabus for Home Management Laboratory, 

West Virginia University). 

After the syllabus had been completed, 

the writer attempted to meet the problem 

of evaluating student achievement by 

constructing a rating scale whIch gave 

consideration to achIevement in person- 
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ality as well as In work and vork re- 

latlonships. 

B. In constructing the preliminary rating 

scale, three approaches to the problem 

were made. First, various reting scales 

and other literature were studied for 

the purpose of finding methods of organi- 

zation and specific points which might 

be of value to the writer in constructing 

a scale. Second, student assistance was 

sought in the hope that the result would 

be an outgrowth of students? needs as 

they see them a product 

of various supervisors? opinions of stu- 

dent needs. Third, conferences with 

staff members and contacts with the view- 

points of leaders in Home Economics, 

throth both personal and literary 
channels, were used to give breadth of 

understsnding to arces of home management 

relsted to living in the house. A de- 

tailed explanation of the development of 

this scale follows. 



The following rating scales and lists were examined 

for suggestions as to organization, length, and scope: 

1. Charter's home-making traits (21). 

2. Charter's and Waple's list of teacher traits and 

trait actions (7). 

3. Iowa State College rating sheet for students In 

home management house (8). 

4. MInnesota cheek list for food preparation and 

serving (i9). 
5. Oregon State College form used for scoring per- 

sonality traits of girls living In home manage- 

ment houses (24). 

6. Rating cards used for rating foremen and men, 

Du Pont plant, Morgantown, West Virginia (25). 

7. Rating scale for teachers of Home Economics, 

University of Minnesota (20). 

8. Stanford University personal rating blank 

(i, pp. 272-273). 

9. Terman's character and personality traits and 

trait ratings (le). 

lo. West Virginia University High School faculty, 

Suggested criteria for evaluation of eligibility 
for graduation from high school (27). 



A study of the above scales and lists indicated that 

a device for measuring achievement might be any one of 

several types. Because of the use which was to be made 

of the writer's measuring device, it seemed desirable to 

select a method of measurement which would be simple to 

use, and at the same time serve as a basis for evaluating 

standards of home making as well as of personality. 

Throih a subjective analysis of the areas in which 

measurement was to be made, it seemed that all phases 

could be measured in terms of achievement or lack of 

achievement, and that these various degrees of achieve- 

ment could be scaled or arranged along a linear continuum 

ranging from a high standard to a low standard or the 

level at which the lack of achievement becomes unaccept- 

able. For practical purposes it seemed desirable to 

define the extreme ends and the mid point of the con- 

tinuum or scale and to keep the range of variables within 

the limits of students' fluctuations with reference to 

achievement. 

Although a scale of this type may be divided into 

eleven or more steps r intervals, it seemed that for 

the writer's scale a more simple form would be desirable; 

the five-point scale was therefore selected. In conform- 

ity with similar scales it was decided that the numerical 

value of 5 would be asaigned to the end of the scale 
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which represents the highest achiev6rnent and a value of 

i to the end which represents the point at which the 

achievement becomes unacceDtable. 

The scales and lists studied were especially help-. 

fu] In the development of a preliminary list of person- 

ality and other characteristics. The writer listed ail 

characteristics or traits which seemed to apply to situa- 

tions for home management house students and which were 

found in any of the above scales or lists. In this 

manner the writer compiled a preliminary list of person- 

ality traits. She then grouped all traits according to 

similarity of meaning snd selected from those which 

through subjective analysis seemed to convey the most 

inclusive and clear meaning. Many of the related words 

were utilized to define or interpret the word used as a 

trait heading. Thus she compiled the personality or 

relationships portion of the preliminary rating scale. 

Student Cooperation 

The twenty-four girls cooperating in this study were 

typical college seniors, averaging about 21 or 22 years 

of sge. These students who attended 'zest Virginia Uni- 

versity were enrolled for the home management house course 

during a given semester and attended a discussion class, 

which met for one hour a week throughout the entire 
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semester. Therefore it was possible for the writer to 

keep in regular contact with these girls, although 

throughout the semester they resided in the home manage- 

ment house in small groups, four groups of five girls each 

and one group of four girls. 

The students were asked early in the term if they 

wished to assist in the development of a self-rating 

scale which was to be used in the home management house. 

Six girls volunteered to serve on an original committee. 

This group, assisted by the writer, attempted to analyze 

and break down each of the main home management house 

öuties into simpler parts, or a group of activities which 

up the main duties. 

lllhen this had been carefully done, all twenty-four 

students enrolled for the home management house course 

and the supervisor discussed possible forms for the scale. 

The students showed preference for a type of scale which 

Interpreted each part of each duty at three levels of 

accomplishment, first a highly acceptable level, second 

an average or acceptable level, and third a low level 

which would be the highest unacceptable level. Students 

also indicated a preference for a five-point rating 

scale. They considered the three levels defined to be 

too far apart for careful rating, and they thought a 

scale with more than five divisions might be very time 
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consu:ning to rate and interpret because of the numerous 

lines of demarcation. 

The students who cooperated also considered that it 

was highly desirable to have some means of indicating 

the degree to which a reason was acceptable or not accept- 

able if a task was omitted or poorly done. The volunteer 

committee of six girls and the supervisor discussed 

several possible methods, and then presented the problem 

to the entire class for their consideration. The stu- 

dents felt that the method used in the preliminary form 

of the scale might prove satisfsctory. (See appendix, 

pp. xvi-xvii for a sample of the form used in the pre- 

liminary scale.) 

Having secured student suggestions, the writer 

attempted to interpret each of the home management house 

duties as outlined in the syllabus on the three levels of 

accomplishment which have been indicated above, and to 

incorporate the plan for evaluating any reason for doing 

lese than acceptable work. This part of the scale re- 

quired considerable time, and therefore was completed 

rather late in the term. Thus only two groups, or ten 

girls, could use the typed preliminary form of the scale 

while they were residing in the house. Nineteen of the 

twenty-four girls volunteered to rate themselves by means 

of this preliminary scale and to use these ratings as a 
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basis for a conference with their supervisor. As a re- 

suit of this experience with the scale, students made sug- 

gestions. The criticisms were handed to the supervisor 

in a sealed envelope to be opened after all grades were 

reported. Twelve of the nineteen girls gave written sug- 

gestions, and seven more made verbal suggestions. Two 

examined the scale and made verbsl suggestions but did 

not have conferences. The remaining three failed to co- 

operate in this part of the study. 

The suggestions offered by the students may be 

briefly summarized as follows: 

1. All of the 21 girls cooperating considered that 

there was need for a rating scale. 

2. About three-fourths of the students considered 

the preliminary scale to be too long. 

3. Marr of the students indicated specific points 

in which there seemed to be little difference 

between the high and the acceptable levels. 

4. Several of the students made a definite state- 

ment that Part B, which refers to the reason for 

doing a task less well than it might have been 

done, was necessary. A few indicated that this 

part was a little difficult to score, but sorne 

such provision needed to be made. 

5. All of the students felt that the most desirable 
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time to become acquainted with the scale would 

be as they entered the house. 

6. Several of the students made specific suggestions 

Indicating items which might be clarified, or 

standards which they questioned. These suges- 

tions all received careful consideration and most 

of them were incorporated in the preliminary 

rating scale which was sent to the cooperators 

who were all specialists In some phase of home 

manag ement. 

Leaders In Home Economics administration, 

Ing specialists in management, and home management house 

supervisors have contributed to this part of the study 

through their Interest and encouragement, through their 

suggestions and criticisms, through their cooperation In 

checking the preliminary scale, and through their assist- 

ance with Its final organization. A detailed explanation 

of the types of contacts and the outgrowth of these con- 

tacts follows. 

Conferences: 

The writer found it possible to have personal 

conferences with a number of Home Economists Inter- 

ested In home management houses. 
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1. Noer (46). Following the first semester at 

West Virginia University, the writer dis- 

cussed with the head of her department the 

successes, the problems, and the needs of 

the girls in the home management house. 

Aithough Noer did not suggest that the writer 

develop a rating scale, she did indicate that 

she thought there was a great need for the 

students living in home management house at 

West Virginia University to have some method 

of evaluating their standards and their 

needs. This indication of a need for some 

method of evaluation she did not wish to 

apply to seniors only, although the home 

management house course is now required in 

the senior year. Her hope was that if stu- 

dents could be made more aware of their 

needs earlier in their college program, 

they might be better prepared for responsi- 

bility after graduation. Thus if the home 

msnagement house course might help Interpret 

and evaluate each girl's development more 

fully, It might be desirable to transfer 

the course to the junIor year. 

The development of a tool or scale and 
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the application of that device for the self- 

rating of students seemed desirable to the 

writer. She therefore initiated the work on 

the scale, as has been explained in ap- 

proaches ne and two. 

2. Brandon (29). The writer conferred with 

the professor in charge of her major re- 

garding the feasibility of a rating scale. 

She was interested in the problem, approved 

the preliminary work, and offered sugges- 

tions which were incorporated in the evalua- 

tion of the scale. 

3. Prentiss (48). Prior to the evaluation of 

the preliminary scales, which was made by 

the cooperators, the writer conferred with 

the department head who had had a major :art 

in mak1n decisions regarding the home 

management houses at Oregon State College. 

She offered encouragement and suggestions 

that were incorporated in the study. She 

also assisted in testing the form used for 

the appraisal of the preliminary scale. 

4. Wilson (53). The writer conferred with the 
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research specialist in housing and household 

administration concerning the problem of 

organization of the scale. This reorganiza- 

tion involved both reducing the size of the 

scale to eliminate bulkiness, and the re- 

organization of the points included to facili- 

tate simplicity in checking. Not only was 

Miss Wilson interested in the study but she 

offered many valuable suggestions as to 

major emphases and approaches to the prob- 

lem of condensing the rating scale. 

.zsna1 contacta other than conferences: 

incidental contacts with other Haine 

mists (31, 34, 38, 45, 52, 55) interested in manage- 

ment brought out the following points; 

1. A rating scale suitable for use in the home 

management house is generally considered to 

be needed. 

2. A rating scale would be helpful to both 

students and supervisor if one were adapted 

to the needs of both. 

3. A rating scale would need to consider gener- 

al growth or progress and also provide free- 

dom for individuality in expression. 

4. A rating scale could tend to nake the super- 
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visor aware of a greater number of factors 

influencing the performance and attitu.es 

of each student. 

5. A rating scale should be an aid to, and not 

substitute for, the supervisores under- 

standing of each student, her interests, and 

her background. 

The cooperators for this part of the study were scie- 

ted first with regsrd to their Interest in the work of 

home management houses, second with consideration for 

their experience with home management houses, and third 

with an effort to include those who represent different 

aspects or emphases in the area of home management. With 

but three or four exceptions, all of the cooperators 

either are or were at one time resident supervisors of 

home management houses. These persons who were mentioned 

above as exceptions have served as heads of departments 

which included home management house supervision. 

Ten of the cooperators are home makers or have had 

experience as home makers within their own homes. Four 

of the cooperators have close contact with home makers. 

At the time this study was made they were serving as home 

demonstration agents or as extension specialists. 
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The cooperators have had contacts with different 

schools and different localities, both throh their 

present or former positions, and through the schools in 

which they have studied. Some of the schools represented 

are Buffalo State Teachers College, Cornell University, 

Iowa State College, Missouri State College, Oregon State 

College, Pennsylvania State College, Plattsburg Teachers 

College, Panona College, Syracuse University, University 

of Maine, University of Minnesota, University of Wis- 

consin, and West Virginia University. 

Before the preliminary rating scale was sent to the 

cooperators, it was reorganized to provide a means of 

checking each Idea, word, or concept included in the 

scale. The duties and relationship or personality aspects 

of the scale had been defined at three levels of accorn- 

plishment, as explained previously. The part of the 

scale rhjch included the duties was called Part A, that 

which related to the reason for failing to do a task, Part 

B, and that which dealt with the personality or relation- 

ships aspect was termed Part C. Throughout all parts of 

the scale the highest level of accomplishment was broken 

down so that each small detail which was included in a 

duty or trait might be considered by the cooperators and 

separately appraised. Each cooperator was introduced to 

the problem by a letter of explanation. In this letter 
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they were asked to study the rating scale carefully, and 

they were requested to evaluate each item In the scale by 

olacing each in one of four classifications, as follows: 

first, those items which were considere1 essential for 

any rating scale, complete or abridged; second, thso 
Items which were desirable for an abridged scale but 

essential for a complete scale; third, those items which 

were unnecessary for either but might clarify a complete 

scsle; or fourth, those items to be omitted altogether. 

Space was provided for suggestions and frank criticism. 

The two forms of the final scale were suggested to co- 

operators because it seemed probable that having two 

forms might make the results usable in a greater number 

of situations. (For the sample of the preliminary form 

and the instructions sent to cooperators, see appenc1ix, 

pp. xvi-xxiv.) 

Twenty-five copies of the scale were distributed to 

the cooperators for their evaluation and twenty-four re- 

sponded. The general trend of the replies to this study 

indicated an active interest in the problem. Although 

no specific question was asked the cooperators with re- 

gard to whether they considered there was a need for a 

rating scale, twelve of the twenty-five cooperators 

volunteered statements in which they inicated that there 

was a need for a rating scale for girls living in home 
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management house. An additional eight made statements 

which indicated that they considered a rating scale de- 

sirable. Three made no statements indicative of their 

personal reactions, but implied their sanctioning of this 

type of study by carefully evaluating all items and re- 

turning the scale. One Home Economist who was requested 

by the writer to cooperate in the study returned the 

forms unchecked, explainirg that she did not consider any 

rating scale a desirable device for home management 

house. One management specialist had not replied at the 

completion of the study. 

TABLE I 

COOPERATORS' REACTIONS REGARDING THE NEED 
FOR A RATING SCALE FOR GIRLS LIVING 

IN HOME MANAGEMET'ÎT HOUSES 

o 

coators .Jmber Percent_ 

Cooperators indicating a need for a 12 48 
rating scale 

Cooperators indicating that a rating 8 32 
scale was desirable 

Cooperators responding by checking 3 12 
the scale but made no statement as 
to its desirability 

Cooperators considering a rating scale 1 4 
undesirable 

Cooperators failing to respond 1 4 
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The cooperator who did not approve of the rating 

scale technicjue explained that she had come to the con- 

elusion that the type of mter1al ... (proposed in the 

scale) Is not an effective teaching tool and actually 

defeats Its purpose." She fears that such a scale would 

place the emphasis on the particular job rather than upon 

the means to a worth-while end, that the students might 

tend to accept the standards set without thinking for 

themselves, and that lt "releases the instructor from the 

necessity of learning to really know her students so she 

can teach them as individual persons using subject matter 

for Its own sake with no consideration for the individual 

learner." This point of view bears consideration because 

it tends to reemphasize the point of view that a super- 

visor would need to be interested in her students as 

individuals in order to be an effective supervisor whether 

she used a rating scale or not. It might also imply that 

there would be danger in placing too great dependence 

upon a result obtained from any form, to the exclusion, 

that is, of personal guidance. 

For part of the remainder of the study the conclu- 

sions reached regarding the development of a rating scale 

for girls living in a home management house will be based 

on reactions of the twenty-three persons who cooperated 

by checking the preliminary rating scale. Part of the 
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rema1rier of the study will be based on the conclusions 

of twenty-two cooperators, as one of the cooperators did 

not have sifficient time to check the entire scale. 

p s r 

The first step in the organization of the more corn- 

plete form of the rating scale for girls living in home 

management house was to tabulate and interpret the data 

collected from the twenty-three cooperators. Each Item 

on each form was tabulated on a master sheet which pro- 

viced space for the comments concerning each Item. Thus 

the writer could evaluate the numerical Interpretation 

of each point in light of the comments as she selected 

and eliminated items for the scale. She found that many 

factors Influenced her decision. These are summarized 

below 

1. One factor to which she gave considerable weight 

was the number of cooperators who considered any 

item essential. Few Items were included in 

this scale which were not considered essential 

by at least fifty percent of the cooperators. 

This Interpretation Is at variance with the 

original plan for evaluating the cooperators' 
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scoring. "Essential" was explained as "abso- 

lutely essential even to a much shorter form of 

abridged scale." However, the writer found much 

greater agreement on "e" than on any other classi- 

fication (a, desirable; u, unnecessary; o, omit), 

and that many of the cooperators considered almost 

all items of the scale to be essential. There- 

fore the only way it could be reduced appreciably 

in length seemed to be to construct the scale on 

the basis of frecuency of essential ratings. 
2. The second consideration in interpretation of 

data concerned specific items in which two or 

more phrases seemed to a number of cooperators 

to express the same or very similar meaning. 

As one cooperator might prefer one phrase and a 

second would prefer the other phrase or phrases, 

there seemed to be agreement that there was some 

repetition which should be eliminated. The 

writer then attempted to use the more popular 

phrase or phrases in her explanation of the item 

even though there might be either less than or 

more than fifty percent agreement on both. An 

example is under "Sleep" in which the phrases 

"planned for regularly" and "at scheduled time" 

repeated the same or a similar idea. As a 



slightly greater number of cooperators preferred 

"planned for regularly," this phrase was used. 

3. The third consideration was the classification 

made by the cooperator. For example, i.f one 

Item was considered "essential" by eleven of 

the cooperators and "desirable" by twelve, It 

received greater consideration than if lt was 

classified "essential" by eleven, "desirable" by 

two, "unnecessary" by five, and "omit" by five. 

4. The fourth consideration in the interpretation 

of data was that given to comments. A comment 

often clarified a cooperators point of view so 

that numerical data received different considera- 

tion. For example, one cooperator marked "small 

baby's position changed frequently" as "o" be- 

cause she thought "occasionally" was a better 

word. Anothermarked the same item "e" because 

position is important to consider, and made a 

similar suggestion as to change of wording. When 

comments gave a different interpretation to nuiner- 

leal marking of data, comments were given prece- 

dence. 

5. The fifth consideration was for the background 

and experience of cooperators. For example, an 

equipment specialist's suggestion regarding care 
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of equipment was incorporated in the rating scale 

even though it was made but once, for lt seemed 

to the wrIter an important item she had over- 

looked, and one which others would be likely to 

approve if it had been called to their attention. 

6. The sixth consideration was that standards In 

home management house, which is a Home Economics 

laboratory, might be higher than in a home situa- 

tion. One cooperator stated that "as the student 

will be Inclined to lower rather than to raise 

her standards" high standards should be taught. 

On the other hand, the cooperators have emphasized 

the danger in over-use of such words as "proper- 

ly,tT "correctly," "efficiently," and "correct 

standards" in that they imply inflexibility of 

standards. Furthermore, standards which are pre- 

defined at a level which is too high may be dis- 

couraging to the student. 

The writer has attempted, therefore, to 

arrive at a level of accomplishment which would 

be reasonable to expect of Home Economics seri- 

lors In a learning situation and at the same time 

to set a level which would not tend to emphasize 

housekeeping to the exclusion of home making. 

This standard is meant to be one which allows 
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time to gain some appreciation of the contribu- 

tions which can be made by books, music, art, and 

everyday human relationships to the satisfac- 
tions of family living as well as to gain satis- 
faction from household tasks well done. 

7. Consideration was given to comments regarding 

the length of the scale, for the cooperators 

generally considered it to be long. As the 

writer has Indicated earlier, effort was made to 

make the scale shorter and more compact. Fur- 

thermore, the scale was planned so that that part 
relating to one duty might be given to a girl at 

one time and that relating to another duty at 
another time. Thus the scoring might be done 

at intervals throihout the student's residence 

in the house, and would not give the impression 

of being too long. 

Revision of PartB 

Part B was scored and interpreted similarly to 

Part A. Vflile the numerical interpretation indicates 

that the majority consider this section of the scale to 

be either "essential" or "desirable," the comments have 

offered siggestions which have been incorporated in the 

rating scale. In general, the comments may be summarized 



as follows: First, there is a need for some provisicn 

for understanding the reason for a student's failing to 

do very highly seceptable work. Second, the form sug- 

gested tends to give too much weight to the reason, often 

tending to reduce a fairly high accomplishment score, as, 

for example, a score of 4, by averaging it with that 

level connoting little or no reason for having done less 

than a score of 5 would indicate. Third, the fact that 

a certain job is poorly done or not done and that the 

student has not had the experience of successfully coin- 

p1etir that job is not changed by the reason. That is, 

her experience remains limited in spite of the reason. 

Fourth, if this type of provision could be inclu3ed so 

as to explain unusual instances only, and its Interpreta- 

tion not placed on a numerical basis, it might be of real 

value. 

With these comments in mind, Part B was Included not 

as a division of the scale, but as a foot note providing 

space for indicating the number of any activity a stu- 

dent feels she would have done at a higher level of accom- 

plishment if she had not been prevented by an acceptable 

reason. Below this foot note is also space for Indicating 

what that reason is. This part of the scale may be help- 

ful to both student and supervisor In conference, and the 

reasons indicated may help the supervisor to interpret 

the score. 
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Revision of Part C 

Cooperators considered Part C, which deals with 

personality and relationships characteristics, to be of 

great value. Throughout the comments they emphasized 

the need for including these personality factors. Co- 

operators considered these necessary (1) for making a 

more complete evaluation of a studentts experience in 

home management house, (2) for helping the supervisor 

in personal guidance of students, and (3) for helping 

students themselves to become aware of the importance of 

these less tangible factors involved in everyday living. 

The procedure used for revising this part of the 

scale was similar to that used for i-dart ¡ However, as 

there was less agreement which provided for elimination 

of items on the basis of numerical interpretation cf 

data than in Part A, greater weight was :iven to co- 

operators' comments and suggestions for combination of 

items. Cine cooperator indicated a plan for grouping 

related personality traits and interpreting them from 

the standpoint of activities related to successful 

family living. This suggestion has proved especially 

helpful in the development of this part of the scale. 

Part B of the preliminary scale has been simpli- 

fled and combined with Part A. Therefore the revised 
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form of Part C, dealing with personality and other fac- 

tors effecting personal relationships, will be referred 

to as Part B. 

In addition to sigest1ons which were the outgrowth 

of the cooperators' evaluations, the writer gave con- 

sideration to the conclusions reached by the conferences 

with teachers of management as set forth in the U. 3. 

Office of Education report (26, pp. 22-23). Two of 

these conclusions which were of special significance 

throughout the revision of the scale are: 

2. The standards set for achievement, to be mean- 

ingful to a given group and to result in the 

acceptance of these as their ovm, must be 

standards they see as worth while and as feas- 

ible of attainment. 

"3. Since home management ability Involves the 

weighing of values and the making of decisions, 

experience in decisiDn making based on the 

weighing of values is essential to the develop- 

ment of managerial ability." 

The revision of duties is important in that it forms 

the framework upon which the scale is constructed. As 

was explained earlier, the preliminary scale was based 
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on the division of duties at V.est Virginia University. 
it was also mentioned that there had been some changes 

in the division of responsibility, and that the change 

of residences this coming year would allow for six stu- 
dents rather than five, as formerly, to reside in the 

house at one time and would necessitate additional 
changes. 

The duties decided upon are as follows: 

1. Child Director 

2. Laundress 

3. Dining Room Manager 

4. P.ssistant Foods Manager 

Foods Manager 

6. Housekeeper 

The primary changes involved in redividing the responsi- 
bilities were, first, to group all duties connected with 

laundering or sending household linens to the commercial 

laundry and assign these duties to the laundress. second, 

minor changes in other duties seemed advisable after this 
shift of responsibility. The division of duties now 

incorporated in the scale will also be incorporated in a 

later revision of the syllabus. This division is in 

keeping with comments made by cooperators who, in check- 
ing the preliminary scale, indicated that certain tasks 

might be assigned to another duty. 
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Although this division of responsibility is planned 

for West Virginia University, it is similar to that used 

in other institutions. It is worked out on the basis of 

six resident students, which Cameron (4, p. 11) found to 

be the average number In the 49 home management houses 

whose organization she studied. It closely approximates 

the division of duties at Oregon State College. 

This division gives greatest weight In scoring to 

the duty of child director. Two cooperators commented 

that this emphasis was desirable in that Home Economics 

provided less experience elsewhere In the curriculum in 
the area of care of a small child. Second greatest weight 

in scoring Is given to foods manager. These emphases are 

partially in keeping with the Horning (io, p. 82) time 

studies. She found that girls living In home management 

house at Oregon State College spent the greatest amount 

of time on the duty of cook, and the second highest amount 

of time on child director. 
The number of items to be given numerical value in 

scoring is more nearly equal for the other four duties. 

The rating scale for girls living in home management 

house, with directions for scoring, follows: 



Part A 

This part of the scale is divided into sections representing the division of 

duties in the house. Under each duty is a list of activities which are interpreted t 

three levels of accomplishxnent representing the standard or very highly desirable 

level, the average or moderately acceptable level, and the low or the level at which 

the work becomes unacceptable. Althongh defined at three levels, it is possible to 

make finer distinctions by Indicating any values on the scale from five to one, five 

referring to the highest standard and one to the lowest, To score this psrt of the 

test, place the nber representing the standard most nearly met in the column at the 

right provided for the score. For example, if one were rating an individual on her 

dish-washing standard and considered her work above average but below the highest 

standard indicated, she would place a "4 under "Score" and opposite the item to which 

this score belongs. 

This part of the scale makes provision for indicating the reason that a job is 

below the highest level of accomplishment. If an activity is below tT51 because of 



an accetab1e reason, that reason may be stated in the space provided at the bottom of 
each page. These reasons may be used in interpreting the score. 



CHILD DIRECTOR 

iii-- 5 4 3 2 :i *SCOR 
A Car QrJi1r s ery f 

1.Room kept clean and Room reasonably clean Room often unattrac- I 

attractive by using and attractive; work tive or unclean. Work ' 

good management and fairly well managed. not planned or corn- 

working quickly. pleted. 

2.Shelves, closets, Usually kept these areas Frequently neglected 
table tops, drawers clean and neat. these areas, allowing 
and drying rack kept them to become untidy 
clean and neat. or unclean. 

3.Baby's bed made cor- Bed changed too infre- Baby's bed not changed 
reetly, kept fresh quently to be well made often enough to keep 
and clean, with bed and fresh. Bed clothing clean, and made care- 
clothing well selec- usually appropriate. lessly. 
ted for warmth and 
attractiveness. 

4.Light adjusted cor- Lights usually suitably Shades neglected dur- 
reetly for baby's adjusted. ing day and electric , 

eyes and activity. lights left on when 
not needed. i 

*If an activity is not scored "5" because of an actab1e reason, indicate here the 
number of the activity and the reason or reasons for f.iling to perfect that 
activity. 
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5 4 3 ----- 2 i -SCOHE 

5.floorn temperature kept Temperature usually Temperature frequent- 
at 68_720 during cool right, room occasionally iy too low or too t 

weather and as cool too warm or too cold. high without attempt t 

as possible in hot at correction. 
weather. Room kept T 

sufficiently warm at t 

night. t 

6.Fresh air provided by Room occasionally not Fresh air seldom 
airing room daily and aired or window not provided; room often 
opening window at opened at night when stuffy. T 

night when not too weather permits. I 

cold. I 

B.Care of Childts Food 
- 

t 

1. Formula prepared ac- Formula prepared accur- Formula carelessly or 
curately well before ately, but occasionally irregularly prepared, t 

it is needed and preparation had to be or not ready when T 

stored compactly in hurried to have bottle needed. I 

sterile covered ready. I 

bottles in refrigera- t 

tor. I 

2.Other food stored to Other food not promìtly Other food carelessly t 

keep sanitary in re- stored, but covered. left out of refrigera- 
T 

frigerator. tor, or left uncovered. 
3.Bottles and nipples Bottles and nipples Bottles and nipples 

ç 

rinsed in cool water rinsed, washed, and carelessly washed and 
soon after use. Once sterilized, but allowed sterilized, or not 
a day washed, rinsed, to accumulate ox stored stored to keep sterile. 
sterilized, and stored improperly, 
to keeD sanitary, t 

If an activity is not scored 9511 because of an acceptable reason, indicate here the 
number of the activity and the reason or reasons for failing to perfect that 
activity. 

O) 
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5 4 - -g--- i 

4.Other dishes used for 
- 

Dishes left out of place Dishes allowed to ac- 
child washed, stored, in the kitchen or left cumulate nd washed and' 

and kept orderly in in child's room before stored improperly, or 

kitchen. being washed and stored.left for another to do. ' __ 
C . Sche.cLChtU 
l.Child fed on time with Child usually fed regu- Child fed somewhat ir- 

food of correct tempera- larly. Food offered at regularly, without due 
ture. If possible ad- correct temperature. consideration for tern- 

justed intake so that Failed to anticipate ad- perature or child's 
child ate neither too justments for rate of comfort. 

slowly or too rapidly. intake. Usually burped 
TtBurpedu him after bottle child and kept him 
while he was sm8ll. comfortable. 
KeDt_hm coortabJ. 

2.Water of suitable tern- Water of acceptable Neglected to provide 
perature provided regu- temperature provided water, or was care- 

larly. with occasional aug- less of temperature. 
- gestion. - 

3.Bath given on schedule Bath usually on sched- Bath irregular, equip- 
in carefully tested ule in apparently corn- ment not properly 
luke-warm water. Equip- fortable room. Most assembled, and child 
ment ready for bathing of equipment ready. handled without due 
and dressing child. Child bathed thorough- regard for his corn- 

Child bathed thorough- ly and well cared for fort or safety. 
ly, patted dry, oiled after bath, but with 
or powclered*, and little skill. 
dressed comfortably. 
*Powder has been questioned more frequently than oil, but because in 
specil cases doctors havy timimidad powder, a rthûi w given th th 1 

an activity is not scored "5" because of an acceptable reason, indicate here the 
number of the activity and the reason or reasons for falling to perfect that 
ctivity. 

cn 



- s 4 3 2 i *SÇOP.E - 
4.Sultable play and Play usually provided with Play neglected, or 

social development some knowledge of child's treatment not suitb1e 
provided daily. needs. for his age and devel- 

- opinent. __________ ____ ________ 
5.Child put in suitable 

________________- _ 
Sleep usually planned but Sleep not scheduled 

place for sleep at sometimes plans ineffec- or interrupted for 
scheduled time. Pest tively carried out so ss child director's con- 
not interrupted ex- not to be conducive to venience, Carelessly 
cept in necessary rest. At times change of dressed or covered. 
cases. Aiwsys kept position neglected, or Change of position 
child comfortsbly covers occasionally not neglected. 
warm. Small child's right. 
position changed 
occasionally. 

6.Child kept dry, clean Usually kept child dry, Allowe5 child to re- 
and oiled. Used good thoroughly clean, and main wet, omitted 

judgment in changing comfortable, seldom dis- oil, failed to clean 
during rest periods. turbing sleep needlessly. completely after b.m., 
Rinsed soiled diapers Rinsed soiled diapers be- or failed to rinse 
before placing in ham- fore placing in hamper. soiled diapers. per.________________________________ 

7.Fresh air and sunshine Fresh air and suiishine Fresh air and sunshine 
provided daily with usually provided when neglected or risk t 

discretion. Took no weather permits. Took taken. t 

risk, no risk. 

If an ctivity is not scored ?t5 because of an aceptab1e reasop, indicate here the 
number of the activity and the reason or reasons for failing to perfect that 
activity. 



5 4 3 2 1 --SCOflE 

8.Record sheets kept Records fairly Records neglected; as- 
accurately. Assist- and assistant usually sistant frequently not t 

ant scheduled ahead scheduled before needed. scheduled. 
of time, t 

9.Child observed closely Noted and usually re- Indifferent to physi- 
as to health and any ported significant physi- cal condition or re- 
symptoms of ill health cal development. ported inaccurately. 
reported promptly. t 

lO.Guests welcomed, but Usually cordial to guests, Childts welfare neglec-' 
good of child con- and ch±ld's welfare seldom ted to show him off. 
sidered above interest sacrIficed for their Guests treated rudely. 
of guests. pleasure. -- 

If an activity is not scored 'p5" because of an acceptable reason, indIcate hre the 
number of the activity and the reason or reasons for failing to perfect that 
activity. 



LAUNDRESS 

5 - - - 4 3 _2 i *5c.J 
A.Car of Ch1ld' Laundr 
1.Dlapers soaked in cool Diapers given good care Diapers carelessly 
water, washed thoroh- In laundry, but at times laundered, left to 
ly with mild soap, folded and stored care- accumulate unfolded, 
rinsed until water is 1es1y or supply allowed or supply alloved to 
clear. Hung outside if to become dangerously become exhausted. 
possible. When dry, low. 
folded and stored net- t 

ly. Clean supply al- t 

ways provided. t 

2.Other clothing washed Somewhat careless of Careless of fabrics, 
- 

I 

as needed. Due regard fabrics in laundering and neglected iron- 
given to proper treat- and ironing. Made tm- ing. t 

ment of fabrics. Judg- wise decisions as to t 

ment used as to what what to iron. t 

need on;Ln. , ' 

3.Hamper kept fresh and Hamper allowed to be- Ramper allowed to I 

clean. come too full. over-flow or left 
unc1eaied. ___________________---- 

B.CarLinen 
l.Table and kitchen linens Linens laundered as Linens laundered care- 

laundered carefully; needed; occasionally lessly, stains not re- 
soaked and stains re- overlooked stains; or moved, or fresh supply moved if necessary. some unnecessary accu- allowed to run out. 

I 

If an activity is not scored fl5iT because of an acceptable indicate here the 
number of the activity and the reason or reasons for failing to perfect that 
activity. 



-------.-.. 4 3 2 J- *SCORE 
2.Llnens ironed accord- Occasionally linens hur- Linens poorly ironed, ' 

ing to highly accept- riedly ironed, Incorrect- fre:uently folded In- ' 

able standards depend- ly folded, or left out. correctly, and left ' 

ing upon use. Folded out. 
correctly and put away t 

when dry. t 

C,Care of Lurìft sent Out 
_________ ______________________ 

t 

l.Sheets and pillow cases Fresh linens occasion- Fresh linens neg- 
placed for girls to ally neglected itil lected repeatedly. 
change own beds before some beds were made. 
they were made. i 

2.Collected laundry, made 
_____________________________________________ 

Laundry occasionally Laundry not listee, 
complete list, and called inacciiritely listed not sent, not checked,' 
laundry early. Checked or checked, sent late, or carelessly stored. 
with list when it was or stored irregularly. 
returned, and stored 
neatly. - --- 

D.Care of Lpundry Room 
- ____ 

t 

l.Machine and other equip- Laundry room left in Laundry left in poor 
ment properly cared for, fair condition; equip- condition and equip- 
and laundry always left nient usually properly ment neglected. t 

clean and orderly. cared for. -- - 

t 

an activity is not scored ?I5t because of an acceptable i.p, indicate here the 
number of the activity and the reason or reasons for falling to perfect that 
activity. 

H 



DINING ROOM MANAGER 
_____________ - 

3_ 
- - 

-b- i * SCOR 

A.Care ofRoom t 

i.Room clean, attrct1ve, Room usually clean and Room unattractive and 
, 

an conveniently ar- convenient. Floor swept unclean. Floors and 
ranged; floor swept when need becomes appar- furniture frcçuently , 

after each meal if neo- ent; floors and furniture neglected. 
essary; kept floor and usually dusted. 

T 

furniture dusted and 
polished. - I 

B .rving the T i 

1. ppropriate linens Linens usually appro- Used poor judgment 
selected, used in ro- priately selected, and in selection of 
tation, and stored storage kept fairly neat. linens, or storage un- , 

neatly, keeping care- tidy and unclean. 
ful]y folded. 

2.Table set on time and Table set early enough to Table setting delayed i 

met requirements of avoid inconvenience, and meal, or requirements i 

menu. usually met requirements of menu frequently t 

of the menu. over-looked. i 

Table served gracious- Table served fairly effi- Table served carelessly t 

ly, inconspicuously, ciently and generally in or with little know- i 

according to acceptable compliance with accepted ledge of accepted t 

standards, alert to needs rules. Responded to rules. t 

0±' all. Met emergencies needs expressed by t 

well. another. 
*1±' an activity is not scored "5" because of an ìccetable reason, indicate here the 
number of the activity and the reason or reasons for fi1ing to perfect that 
activity. 



- 
-- 

5 - 4 
- 

3 
- 

2 1 *SCORE 

4.Cnterp1eces attrac- Centerpieces u.ua11y Indifferent to center- 
five, appropriate, and attractive, but not al- pieces, or unduly in- 
commensurate with ways interesting, appro- different to cost. 
budget. priate, or commensurate 

with budget. 
' 

l.Dish and silver thor- Dishes and silver rinsed Dishes and silver 
oughly rinsed and dried and dried, but silver treated carelessly as 
or drained. Storage polished only occasionally to cleanliness, or 
kept clean and conven- çr just before it is storage. Silver seldom 

, 

lently organized. Silver needed. Storage clean but polished. kt polished. ,poorly organized. , 

2.Assisted during meal by Answered telephone or Was rude to afther per- , 

answering telephone and doorbell, but showed less son calling, to family, , 

doorbell inconspicuously, consideration for person or failed to deliver 
Showed discretion in call-calling or for family, message. 
ng gi.r1s from t.sble. 

*If an activity is not scored "5" because of an ccetable reason, indicate here the 
number of the activity and the reason or reasons for failing to perfect that 
activity. 

O) 



ASSISTANT FOODS MANAGER 

- 5 4 3 2 1 *SCORE 
A.Fod Purchasing and Prepart1on 
1.Carrled her share of Usually planned ahesd Failed to work coopera-' 

work, planning with with cook. Worked fairly tively with cods or al-' 
cook. Worked efficient- efficiently, but needed most always needed 
ly, observing needs and considerable direction as help and direction with' 
contributing help where to whet to do. her share of the work. 
needed, Including help 
with marketing and prep- t 

aration of vegetables. 
B.are of Kitchen 
l.Kept working surfaces Usually kept work sur- Failed to assist cook 

cleared and dishes faces and dishes clean by keeping dishes and 
washed for cook. for cook. work surfaces clean. ' 

2.Maintained high dish- Dishes washed with high Dishes not always clean' 
washing standards of standard of cleanliness, or rinsed, or work sur-' 
efficiency and cleanli- though sink, work sur- faces, sink and towel ' 

ness. Cleaned sink and faces, and towel racks racks cluttered or 
work surfaces before sometimes neglected, or messy. 
leaving work. Kept towel procedure used ineffi- 
racks neat. t 

3.Kitchen floors swept Kitchen floor swept,wiped Kitchen floors negiec- 
' 

after each meal; wiped up, or waxed when need ted, even when need was' 
up and waxed as needed, became clearly apparent, very apparent, 

*If an activity is not scored "5" because of an cetb1e reaso, indicate here the 
number of the activity and the reason or reasons for ftiling to perfect that 
activity. 

a) 



5 4 3 2 1 *SCORE 
4.Kept cupboards and open Kept cupboards and Allowed cupboards to 

shelves clean, fresh, shelves quite clean, but become unclean and 
and well organized. neglected organization poorly organized. Dis-' 
Planned with group and or sorne of special regarded special c1ean' 
did her share of spe- cleaning. Ing. 
cial cleaning. 

5.Stove kept thoroughly Stove frequently brushed Neglected stove, allow-' 
clean and wiped off off, but seldom thorough- ing foodstuffs to burn 
alter each meal. ly cleaned. or collect in burners, 

trays, oven, or broil- 
er. t 

6.Helped to keep refriger- Helped to keep refriger- Failed to share respon-' 
ator clean and well ator clean, and defrosted sihility for cleanli- 
organized. Defrosted when need became apparent. ness of refrigerator, 
and cleaned it thorough- or did not defrost. t 

ly once during duty. T 

7.Kept garbage cans clean, Took fair care of garbage Neglected to enipty or 
lined, and fresh, and cans. to clean garbage cans 
washed them thoroughly when necessary t 

about once a week. 

8.Kept other equipment Kept other equipment in Neglected other equip- T 

in condition for most fair conditIon, ment causing deprecia- 
efficient use. tion or appreciably t 

affectinz use. 
*If an activity is not scored t?51t because of an acceptable reason, indicate here the 
number of the activity and the reason or reasons for failing to perfect that 
activity. 

O) 



FOODS IIANAGER 

5 4 3 2 1 *SCCE 
A.Flanning, Purchasing, and Preparation of Food t 

1.Ienus providing ade- Menus nutrtiona11y ac- 1enus nutritionally 
quate diet planned for ceptable, and food al- inadequate, food in- 
duration of duty. In- ways edible. Occasion- edible, or food fre- 
teresting meals plaimed ally food poorly selec- quently poorly t 

with food well selected ted as to cost or for selected. t 

as to cost. interest. t 

2.Checked staples and Usually checked staples Frequently duplicated t 

planned market list. with market list, and staples on hand, made t 

arkets intelligently made fair selection of many trips to market, 
selected. Food wisely market and of food pur- or used food money un- chosen as to cost, chased. Made few urinec- wisely. t 

quality, and quantity. essary trips to market. t 

Kept trips to market at ' 

t 

mininiurn. t 

3.In meal preparation, Usually knew and used Failed to consider t 

utilized food prepara- food principles of prepa- principles sufficiently' ration principles with ration satisfactorily, to have acceptable 
reference to nutritive with fairly good product, products or prevent value and lack of little waste, and con- needless waste. 
waste. Product well- siderable regard for t 

seasoned and served hot nutrients, t 

or cold. 

4If an activity is not scored because of an acce2table reason, indicate here the 
number of the activity and the reason or reasons for failing to perfect that 
activity. 



- 
5 4 

- 

3 2 1 *SCORE 

4.Lltilized own left-avers Made fair use of left- Neglected left-overs 
' 

in interesting paltab1e overs, attempting to or imposed upon another' 
dishes. Cooperated with cooperate with previous cook in regard to them.' 
previous and future cooks and future cooks. 
iii use of food. 

' 

5.Scheduled own work, Usually worked effec- Frequently utilized 
worked effectively, tively and with due own and assistant's 
and planned coopera- consideration for assis- time poorly; meals 
tively for efficient tant. Meals usually on often late. 
use of assistant's time. 
time. Meals served 
promptiy. 

' 

- 

B .ire of jjtchen.nd gient 
------ __ ----- _ - 

l.Work surfaces kept or- Work surfaces usually Work surfaces fre- 
deny and clean by use kept fairly orderly, and quently cluttered, 
of careful. work habits. utensils fairly well arid needlessly used I 

floors and drawers selected. many utensils. Work t 

closed. Utensils poorly organized. t 

placed for conveni- , 

ence and effective- 
ness. 

2.Conservation of heat Occasionally neglected to 
__________ 

Frerjuently neglect 
and electricity prac- conserve electricity or to adjust burners 
ticed by careful use gas by unwise selection or refrigerator or 
of stove, refrigerator and use of equipment. lights for economi- 
anò lights. - - - - - caivae - - - -, 

*If an activity is not scored "5" because of an indicate here the 
number of the activity and the reason or reasons for failing to perfect that 
activity. 



----- _ ________5 - ------- 4 -- _3__ ___iiia 
- 

i 

3.Both new and left-over Foods usually stored Foods frequently neg- 
foods stored promptly appropriately and lected or stored un- 
and In appropriate, promptly. wisely for preserva- 
orderly, clean fashion. tion, cleanliness or 

, 

- econç. 
C.Perqa1 Aopeirnee adThhtt t 

l.Appearance always good Clean; appearance gen- Careless of cleanli- 
, with hair combed, nails erally good and apron ness and appearance; 

clean, dress appropri- usually worn; used sani- Inappropriate kitchen 
ate, with apron, and tary practices In all attire; msanitary. 

, 

time provided for groom- food preparation. 
Ing before serving a 
meal. Used sanitary prac- 
tices in all food prepar- 
ation. 

- ----- - .- - - . - t - 
r) 

- 
t 

l.Kept accurate accounts Accounts willingly Accounts inaccurate 
recording purchases corrected if maccur- and confusing or t 

promptly. Turned in ate, and turned in very late, inconven- 
accounts 24 hours about on time. iencing others. 
after completion of 

*If en activity is not scored "5" because of an cceptab1 indicate here the 
number of the activity and the reason or reasons for failing to perfect that 
a etivity. 



- 

5 
- 

4 3 
- 

*SCORE 

E.Foods Manager: Uostp 
T 

l.Planned and directed Planned and directed Seemed wholly imable 
appropriate service table service less skill- to assume responsi.- 
for group and equip- fully, but with definite bility as hostess. 
ment. Seated guests attempt to assume hostess 
suitably. responsibilities. 

L 

2.Planned selection of Accepted guest responsi- Failed to plan for 
guests with the group. bility quite graciously, meeting guests, to 
Met or arranged for planning with group for consider group in in- 
another to meet them, guest selection. viting them, or did 
Was a cordial hostess, not attempt to be 
taking initiative in gracious. 
guest entertainment. T 

-kIf an activity is not scored "5" because of an accetb indicate here the 
number of the activity and the reason or reasons for failing to perfect that 
activity. 

G, 



HOUSEKEEPER 
- -- - - 

5_ 
- 

-i__ 
_ 
3 

- 

2 i *SCORE _ - 
A.House Cleaning 
1.Kept part of house which Kept house apparently Neglected house, allow-- 

wher responsibility clean and convenient, Ing the need for clesn- 

clean, artistically, though tended to neglect Ing to become quite 
and conveniently ar- details or thorough obvious. 
ranged, dusting and us- cleaning. 
Ing vacuum effectively. 

2.Kept bathroom fresh, Kept bathroom fairly Neglected to clean 

clean, and attractive clean and neat, using bathroom and fixtures , 

using desirable methods acceptable methods. when apparently neces- , 

for care of fixttres, sary or used methods , 

walls, and floor. which would damage 
- 

fixtures. , 

3.Kept porches, steps, Kept porches, steps, Neglected these 
and walks and. basement walks, and basement in areas. 
clean. - fair condition. 

- 

4.Paid careful attention Occasionally overlooked Neglected these areas 
____ 

e 

to walls, corners, mir- these areas, or used in- completely, leaving t 

rors, curtains, windows, effective methods of responsibility for i 

and light fixtures. cleaning them, another. 
Cleaned efficiently, or 

arranged for cleaning, 
when necessary. - - - -- 

*If an activity is not scored "5" because of an .tab1e eaaon, indicate here the 
number of the activity and the reason or reasons for failing to perfect that 

activity. 

-J 



- 5 4 3 2 i *SCORE 
iuinient 

1.Used electric equipment Either did not utilize Used equipment in- 
appropri.9tely, oiling equipment fully, r appropriately, or 
when necessary and occasionally neglected left unclean and 
cleaning thor3ìhly proper care after use. unoiled. 
after use. 

2.Cleaned dust cloths and Took fair care of dust Neglected to keep dust 
mops regularly and kept cloths, mops, and clean- cloths or mops in con- 
cleaning closets clean ing closets. dition for effective 
and orderj,y. useneglected closets., 

C.Threhning and Replenishing of Supplte 
i.Anticipated need for Seldom inconvenienced any- Repestedly neglected T 

household supplies and one by neglecting to pur- to purchase supolies, 
oç' purchased before supply chase supplies, and made selected very unwisely. was exhausted. Made fair selection of those 

wise selection as to purchased. 
gualir and quantity. î 

.Kept an accurate account Accounts kept fairly Accounts inaccurate 
of all expenditures. accurately and easily and confusing or so 
Turned in account rornpt- corrected. Turned in late as to inconven- 
ly. reasonably soon. ience others. 

*If an activity is not scored "5" because of an aeceptab1e reason, indicate here the number of the activity and the reason or reasons for failing to perfect that 
activity. 



5 4 3 i *SCORE 

D.Care of ami1rnforts and Othei Jut1es 
1.Saw that furnace wa Saw that furnace was Allowed temperature ex-, 

cleaned when necessary cleaned when needed. tremes which could be 
and maintained a daytime Was usually successful controlled fairly 

, 

room temperature of in keeping house at easily. 
88_720 in cold weather, comfortable temperature. 
kept house as cool as 
possible in hot weather. 

2.Locked doors at closing Could be depended upon Neglected to close 
hours each night and to close house, thoi.h house, or neglected t 

kept mail forwarded and mail and papers accu- other details re- t 

naoers oicked uo. mulated. ntA1v.. 
*If an activity is not scored "5" because of an acce.ptab reason, indicate here the 
nimber of the activ1 and the reason or reasons for failing to perfect that 
activity. 



LIISCELLANEOUS DUTIES 

5 4 3 2 i *SCORE __ __ 
t 

A.isce11anousDuti 
1.Cooperated tn leaving the Assumed responsibility Left own work poorly t 

house and all equipment for leaving house In completed for next 
including linens clean good condition, but group, and failed to 
and orderly when the only in regard to own cooperate when special , 

group leaves, duty. preparation was de- 
sirab] 

2.Picked up after her- Usually picked up after Frequently left her 
self after each each activity, activity area 
activity, cluttered. 

*If an activity is not scored "5" because of an reason, indicate here the 
number of the activity and the reason or reasons for failing to perfect that 

activity. 



Part B 

Part B of the rating scale is to be scored similarly to Part A, using a range of 

scores from 5 to i in which 5 represents the highly desirable level of achievement, 

and 1 represents the ìmacceptable level. Each unit is defined at just the highly òe- 

sirable level. At the top of each page is a key by which other levels may be 

interpreted. The key is to be used as a guide. For each item, place the number 

most nearly corresponding to your evaluation of the level of achievement in the score 

column opposite that Item. The 4 represents a level between 5 and 3, and 2 between 

3 and 1. 

The following example illustrates the method of scoring: 

Key 5 
- 

4 3 2 1 or 

Achievement of the goal Achievement of the goal Failure to reach a level 
as defined below, to an acceptable or of accomplishment which 

average degree, but shovï- allows for satisfactory 
ing need for further de- group relationships. 

Example: 
1. Appearance: Kept neat, clean, well groomed, and suitably dressed for 

work, relaxation, and other activities. 4 

01 



In the above example, the student was somewhat better than average with reference to 

appearance as described above, but did not quite attain the standard defined in the 

example; she would be given a rating of 4. 

o) 



Key: 5 4 3 2 1 

Achievement of the goal Achievement of the goal Failure to reach a level 
as defined below. to an acceptable or of accomplishment which 

average degree, but show- allows for satisfactory 
ing need for further de- group relationships. 
velopment in this area. Score 

1. pearn: Kept neìt, clean, well groomed, and suitably dressed for 
work, relaxation, nd other activities. 

2. Breadth of Interest: Showed a variety of interests which tended to give 
her poise, self-confidence, greater fluency, and an appreciation of the 
contributions which literature, music, art, and religion may make to 
family living. 

3. ar Of Hu1th: Showed high regard for health by sanitary practices, by 
utilization of nutrition principles, by obtaining adequate sleep, and by 
other good personal habits. 

4e peratiQn: Planned and worked satisfactorily with others in household 
duties as well as in household recreation; willingly carried her full 
share in all responsibilities. 

5. Emotional Maturity: Showed that she could accept disappointment, a diffi- 
cult problem, or praise with self-control and reserve, could meet emergen- 
cies or new responsibilIties calmly, and was free from undue sensitivity, 
display of temper, and other reactions below the level of adult behavior. 

6. Growth: Remained alert to possibilities for development and showed prog- 
ress in skills, in ability to anticipate and gain pleasure from experiences 
the house can provide, and in special areas in which her need was greatest. 



Key: 5 4 3 2 1 
Achievement of the goal Achievement of the goal Failure to reach a level 
as defined below, to an acceptable or of accomplishment which 

average degree, but show- allows for satisfactory 
ing need for further de- group relationships. 
ve.lopment in this area. Score 

7. Judgment: Showed that she could be depended upon to use care and dis- 
cretion in making decisions, in use of material resources, in use of 
time, and in areas of human relationships, and that she could interpret 
experiences in terms of deeper, more lasting values. 

S. !ranagrit: Showed a high degree of skill in planning for maximum use 
of money, time, energy, materials, and other resources. 

9. pen-rnidEdnes.z Remained teachable, progressive, eager to learn, show- 
ing willingness to adapt her attitudes and living practices to fit inìto 
the group without undue sacrifice. 

10. Showed ability to apply principles to practical situa- 
tions, to find what she did not know, to develop her own ideas, to meet 
a difficult situation successfully, and to carry a job to completion. 

il. Sene Lujp,ç: Showed ability to enjoy life, to see things in good 
perspective, to add to the enjoyment of others, and displayed whole- 
some attitudes. 

12. dertindIng of PJ: Demonstrated ability to associate satisfac- 
torily with people in a vr:Lety of situations by showing interest in 
others, graciousness, cordiality, unselfishness, and consideration. 

i 

s, 
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The abridged form of the rating scale was developed 

by combining related activities and by abstracting the 

descriptive material relative to each activity. The 

writer kept in mincI those activities that were deemed 

most essential by the cooperators, and attempted to give 

them due emphasis. The abridged form of the scale covers 

the same scope as the more complete form, and is based 

on the same division of duties. The number of items in- 

cluded under each duty was carefully planned in order 

that the resulting scores would be comparable to the more 

complete forni. 

Only Part P. of the more complete form of rating scale 

has been abridged. Part B, which deals with personality, 

was made as brief in the more complete scale as it. seemed 

possible to make it and at the same time include the im- 

portant points considered essential by the cooperators. 

The abridged form of the scale is planned for use by 

supervisors rather than by students. It seemed desirable 

for students to have a complete form of rating scale in 

that the scale would serve as a guide and tend to re- 

emphasize important points. Thus it was hoped that this 

larger scale would tend. to contribute to the amount of 

learning which would result from the home management 



house experience. Because of the time necessary for check- 

ing a scale for each of the six or more girls residing in 

the house, it seemed desirable for the supervisor to have 

a shortened scale which would be approximately comparable. 

The instructor would already be familiar with the stand- 

ards and with the unabridged scale. She might, however, 

use the unabridged scale for checking students if she 

preferred. 

Following is I 

Part A is to be sc 

scale. As Part B 

lt is not repeatecL 



CHILD DIRECTOR 

5 4 2 3. *scGiE 

1.Paid careful attention Kept child's room clean, Was careless of clean-. 
to care of nursery by moderately neat, storage liness of child's room,' 
keeping room and stor- fairly well organized, allowed disorder to per-' 

age clean and neat, tern- and usually aired the sist. Room allowed to 
perature at from 68 to room. Kept temperature become stuffy, or per- 
720 and room well aired. approximately correct. mitted unnecessary ex- 

- 
tremes of temperature. 

2.Was careful of child's Gave child accurately Was inaccurate in 
diet, giving accurately prepared formula, preparation of formula,' 
prepared formula and usually on time. Sup- irregular, or careless 
supplementary foods as plementary foods pro- in giving supplernen- 
he needed them for op- vided for good nutri- tary foods. Possibly 
tirnum nutrition. Fed tion, but with only a failed to check tern- T 

child on time with food fair understanding of a perature of food. 
of suitable temperature. child's needs. Tempera- 

ture of food approxi- 
mateiv correct. 

*If an activity is not scored because of an acceptable reason, indicate here the 
number of the activity and the reason or reasons for failing to perfect that 
activity. 



3.Took sanitary precau- Wassanitary in care Failed to take sani- 
tions in care of all of child's food and dishes, tary precautions re- 
child's food, steriliz- sterilizing bottles, snd garding care of bottles 
Ing bottles, storing keeping them clean, but or food, reuired child' 
food carefully covered ellowed cupboards to be to wait unnecessarily 
in refrigerator, keep- disorderly, and worked for food, or indiffer- 
Ing his dishes clearx and or let dishes sceumulate ent in care of dishes 
in order, and caring for at sorne inconvenience to before washing and plan1 all at suitable time. others. ning work in kitchen. 

4.Gave child excellent Gave child good prsical Occasionally over- 
physical care, bathing care, bErthing thoroughly, looked child's p}rsi- him thorotghly and on about on schedule, and cal care, bathing him 
schedule, changing him usually changing him when carelessly, neglecting whenever needed, giving most desir'-ible. Rinsed to change him when ob- 
him suitable attention soiled diapers before viously necessary, 
after changing. Rinsed lacing in hemper. neglecting him after 
soiled diapers before changing, was careless 
placing In hamper. of soiled diapers. 

5.Provided for child's Kept child's bed clean, Allowed child's bed 
comfort by keeping bed and usually selected to remain unclean, or 
fresh and well made, clothing and bed cloth- used repeatedly un- T bed clothing well selec- ing appropriately, wise selection of 
ted, and child's gar- bedding and gar- ments appropriate. ments. 

T 

If an activity is not scored fl5tt because of an acceptab1e reaso, indicate here the number of the activity and the reason or reasons for falling to perfect that activity. 

co 
t', 



-i--- - 
5 

- 
4 3 2 1 *SCORE 

6.Planned regularly for Usually made regular pr- Sometimes disregarded ' 

child's sleep, changing vision for child's rest, child's rest period, ' 

small baby's position with fair regard for neglected his position' 
occasionally and adjust- light, and usually changed completely, or failed 
Ing lights with due re- his position suitably. to adjust light when 

gard for his eyes. ________________________ obviously desirable. 

7.Planned for child's de- Attempted to provide for Made little attempt 
velopment by providing child's play and exercise to provide suitable 
appropriate play, social but used inappropriate play for child, used 
contacts, and exercise. toys or approaches. decidedly inappro- 
Knew what could be priate play, or 

reasonably expected of allowed child to be- 
child at his age. corne cuite fatigued. 

, 

.Was observing of signi- Always observed and Failed to observe 
fcarìt rlevelopments of usually reported signifi- obvious indications 
child, reported any in- cant developments related of ill health, or was , 

dication of ill health to health, and usually indifferent about re- 
promptly, and reported noted and reported other porting child's 

condi_( 
progress to group. types of progress. tian or progress. 

*If an activity is not scored "5" because of an acceptable reason, indicate here the 
number of the activity and the reason or reasons for falling to perfect that 
activity. 



5_______ 

-- 
4 3 

- 
2 1 SCORE _ 

9.Took further care of 
- - 

Usually provided water, Repeatedly overlooked child by providing water fresh air, and sunshine child's need for water,, and fresh air regu1r1y, In keeping with Childts his need for fresh air 
sncl sunshine whenever need for optimum develop- and sunshine during possible;also keeping ment. Seldom let guests suitable weater, or number and activities of tire child. allowed guests to be in1 guests on basis of the considerate of child's child's welfare. welfare. , 

lO.Cared for routine mat- Kept records quite ac- Was careless of recïr5s, ters by keeping accurate curately, and caused no indifferent as to 
records, and scheduling great inconvenience by scheduling assistant, assistsnt before she was failing to schedule or counted on assis- needed. assistant. tant for care of child., 

LAUNDRESS 
t 

l.Paid special attention as careful in launder- Was careless of child's, to child's laundry, us- ing child's garments, but laundry, overlooking Ing mild soap, rinsing allowed sorne unnecessary some essentials. Was t until water was clear, accumulation before laim- careless of fabrics or t 

and when dry folding dering or before putting folding. Allowed clean neatly and storing.When away. Usually ironed and supply to run out, or desirable, ironed gar- treated fabrics appro- frequent accumulation. ments. Treeted fsbrics priately, and folded 
appropriately, laundry neatly. 

*If an activity is not scored fl5TT because of an i.on, indicate here the number of the activity and the reason or reasons for failing to perfect that activity. 



5 4 3 2 1 *SCORE 
2.Laurìdered linens, wash- Laundered linens with Used poor laundering 

ing thoroth1y, ironing fair care, usually iron- methods, allowed sup- 
appropriately, folding ing suitably, folding p.c- ply of linens to be- 
correctly, and storing ceptably, and storing come depleted, delayed 
neatly and promptly.Re- neatly. Occasionally over- other activities by 
moved stains and bleached looked stains or bleach ironing linen late, or 
when necessary. when needed. paid little attention I 

-- to folding and storage. 
3.Carried responsibility Usually attended to Failed to call laun- 

connected with commer- duties connected with dry, to collect it, or dal laundry by collect- commercial laundry with to list and check it 
Ing and listing items, accuracy nd promptness. until considerably t 

calling laundry, check- Kept 8torage fairly neat. later than desirable. t 

ing when returned, and Generally provided lin- Stored carelessly, t 

storing neatly. Placed ens for girls. late, or not stored. 
bed linen for girls to 
change own beds. 

y 

4.Kept laundry and equip- Kept equipment in fair Failed to clean equip- ment clean, in good condition; usually kept ment and care for it, t 

order, and hamper fresh, hamper fresh, or used it very map- y 

propriately. Let hamper' 
become dirty or over- 
flow. 

*If an activity is not scored ?T5fl because of an acceptable reapn, indicate here the 
number of the activity and the reason or reasons for failing to perfect that 
activity. 



DINING ROOM MANAGER 

- s 4 3 2 1 *çJ 
1.Kept dining room thor- Kept dining room clean Neglected care of t 

oughly clean, orderly, and orderly, and linen dining room and linen t 

and attractive, and storage clean anö fair- storage. t 

linen storage clean nd ly well organized. t 

well organized. , 

2.Kept table attractive, Kept table clean, usually Was careless of table t 

clean, appropriately set appropriately, and linens or setting, or t 

set, ready on time. with some centerpieces failed to attempt to t 

Used interesting center- provided. make the table attrac- t 

pieces. tive. t 

3.Served the tshle incn- Served the table fairly Served table ingracious-' 
spicuously according to well, and usually ob- ly, WaS usually unob- ' 

acceptable standards, served needs, met emer- serving, completely t 

was observing of the gencies, and answered failed to meet einer- ' 

needs of the group, and calls. gencies, or was inif- 
met emergencies well; 

- rerent or ruñe in re- T 

answered calls gracious- gard to calls. 
ly during the meal. t 

4.Dried dishes effective- Dried dishes effective- Dried dishes without T 

ly, carefully rinsing ly and carefully, but due regard for clean- 
them, keeping silver tended to neglect silver liness, completely 
polkied, and storage of and storage. neglected to clean 
silver and dishes kept silver when needed, or 
organized. 
IÍ' an activity is not scored "5" because of an .tab1e reason, indicate here the 
number of the activity and the reason or reasons for failing to perfect that 
activity. 



ASSISTANT FOODS MANAGER 

5 2 1 *SCORE ______4; 

1.Helped the cook with Usually helped the cook Failed to be of assis- ' 

food preparation, ad- so as to be of real as- tance when cook needed ' 

justing her services sistance, and generally and planned with her fc' 
to be of greatest assis- kept dishes and working help; neglected dishes ' 

tance; kept cooking surfaces clean and or- and working surfaces 
dishes washed and work deny. while cook worked, or 
surfaces neat. completely dominated 

t 

- the cook. 

2.Took responsibility for Kept kitchen generally Neglected cleanliness 
care of kitchen, Includ- clean, but sometimes of kitchen completely 
ing stove, refrigerstor, took only fair care of in one area, or was 

, 

cupboards, work surfaces, equipment. generally careless of 
towel racks, floor, and several, nclullng 
garbage disposal. equipment. 

3rasl-ed family dishes, Washed dishes with high Visshed dishes without 
with good organization standards of cleanliness, due regard for clean- 

, 

and high standard of but with fair orgnization lineas, or with no 
cleanliness, and left and care of sink and work organization. Careless 
sink and work surfaces surfaces. of sink and work sur- 
clean. faces. 

4.9lanned with cook to as- '3s helpful with marketing Failed to assist with t 

sist with mrketing,and if necessary. Took some re marketing even when t 

with other students for ponsibi1ity for cleaning the cook needed assis- t 

cleaning cupboards as cupboards. tance.Failed to clean t 

needed. any of cupboards, or t 

did them vexr poorly t 

*If an activity is not scored "5" because of an accejtiab1e reason, indicate here the 
number of the activit and the reason or reasons for falling to perfect that 
activity. 



l.Provided for health and 
enjoyment of the group 
by serving nutrition- 
ally correct naeals, and 

by using sanitary prac- 
tices in caring for food. 

FOODS MANAGER 

Made definite attempt at 
nutritionally adequate 
meals, ws comparatively 
successful in providing 
them. Used sanitary prac- 
tices. 

2.Gave satisfaction to the Served fairly interesting 
group by providing inter- meals, with foods usually 
esting meals, tasty foods,well seasoned, suitable 
on time, and hot or cold temperature, 2nd meals 

ther failed to give 
' 

nutrition due consider1 
ation, or was unsucces1 
ful in providing an 

adequate diet. Or was 
unsanitary in prepara-' 
tion of food. 
Served meals which 
were not generally 
enjoysbie, or was 
ususlly late. 

S 

as planned. usuEillr on time. 

3.Planned menus and pur- Utilized food, money, and Made poor use of 
chased food in conformity left-over foods reasonably foods budget by poor e 

rjth the budgt, thereby well. Seldom found lt selection of foods or e 

saving trips to the mar- necessary to make extra considerable waste. , 

ket. Feceived full value trips to market. Reoeatedly made avoid- e 

for money expended, and able trips to market. t 

avoided_:watirg_?ood. ________________________________ 
*If an activity is not scored "5" because of an ceptab1.ç indicate here the 
number of the activity and the reason or reasons for failing to perfect that 
activity. 



5 4__ L - -- 
4C8red for freshly pur- 

_ --- ---z 
Usually cared for all 

_ ___ 
Freçuently neglected ' 

chased and left-over foods promptly and in a storage of foods, 
foods promptly, tor1ng suitable way. Storage stored Inappropriately,' 
appropriately; kept clean and with fair or ruade little attempt ' 

food storage well or- organization. t orgsnizat.ion of 

gnized and clean. storage. 
5.Plinned foodpreparation Usually planned with Failed to plan work for, 

for effective use of own assistant for work to successful use of own 
, 

and assistant's tinie, Us- be done, and orgsnized or ssslstaflt's time. , 

ing labor-savIng methods time and work fairly Allowed kitchen to be- , 

and preliminary prepara- effectively. Kept come unclean. 
tion where desirable. Kept kitchen clean. 
kitchen clean and neat.___ 

6.Psid attention to details Kept accoits with a fair Neglected to keep ac- 
including the keeping of degree of accuracy and ccounts, was careless 
accurate accounts, main- was reasonably careful of appearance, or in- 
taming good personal of appearance and use of different to waste In , 

appearance in keeping with gas and electricity, use of gas and elec- 
the duty, and economical tricity. 
use of gas and electricity. -- __________________________ 

*If an activity Is not scored tt5?Î because of an ce.ptab1 reag, indicate here the 
number of the activity and the reason or reasons for failing to perfect that 
activity. 



HOUSEKEEPER 
_______- 

_5 4_ 3 - 2 - i SCORE 
1.Kept that part of the Kept house sufficiently Allowed house to be- 

living area of the house clean and convenient for corne dirty or cluttere5 
, 

which was her responsi- comfort of family by or did cleaning at a 
bflity clean, orderly, usually cleaning each time which inconven- 

, 

attractive. Paid special area. Tended to overlook lenced the family. 
attention to bath, and less obvious needs. 
did not overlook corners 
or areas needing special 
attention. 

2.Utilized cleaning equip- Usually used cleaning equip- Made poor use of 
ment effectively, cLeaned ment effectively, gave some cleaning equipment, 
it after use, kept in care after use, and stored or failed to give it , 

good working condition, in a fairly orderly clean- aproprite care. 
and stored in clean, well Ing closet. $torage unorgnIzed 
organized cleaning closet, or equipment not put , 

-- away. 
3.Keot basement clean and Kept basement fairly 

- 
Neglected basement, t 

orerly, and porches, clean, and generally porches, steos, and i 

steps and walks clean, cared for porches, walks, walks though need 
and steps. for cleaning was ob- t 

________________________________________________ vious. 

*If an activity is not scored 51 because of an acctab1e reesoD, indicate here the 
number of the activity and the reason or reasons for failing to perfect that 
activity. 

e 



-- 5 4 
- 

- 3 
-_- 

2 1 SCORE 
.Took responsibility for Usually kept room at Allowed irregularity ' 

keeping room temer- approxinately the cor- In temperature; t 

ture at 68 to 7 j] rect temperature, making neglected fresh air. 
cold weather and attenip- a definite effort to do 
ted to keep it cool in so, and usually provided I 

warm weather. provided fresh air. 
for fresh air. 

5.Csred for details by pro- Usually provided house- Allowed supplies to be- 
viding household supplies hold supplies in advance come exhausted before 
before the supply was ex- of need, and kept fairly replenishing. Failed to 
hausted, kept accurate accurate accounts. Locked keep complete accounts. 
account of expenditures, house, but neglected to Neglected to lock house 
locked house at closing forward mail promptly. or was careless of mail, 
hours, and forwarded mail 
pomptly. - 

MISCELLA.NEOUS DUTIES 

l.Cooperated vdth thegroup Carried some responsi- Failed to carry her t 

by carrying her share of bility for leaving house share of work in prep- i 

responsibility for leav- clean, but only in respect aration for leaving the' 
Ing house clean when the to her own duty. Usually house. Was careless In t 

group moved, and by pick- picked up after her ac- leaving her belongings t 

ing up after herself after tivities. and tools where she 
each activity. used them. 

*If an activity Is not scored ?15fl because of an acet.ab1e reason, Indicate here the 
number of the activity and the reason or reasons for falling to perfect that 
activity. 

CD 
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Part VI. Recommendations for Scoring the Rating Scale 

Scoring the Complete Scale 

Before either form. of the rating scale can be used 

for evaluating student accomplishment on a comparative 

basis, the scores given for each item will need to be 

totaled. In the more complete form of the scale, there 

are 67 items in part A and 12 items In part B. The itens 

in the scale are distributed as follows: 

Part A: 

Child Director . . . . . 20 

Laundress . . . . . . . 8 

Dining Room Manager . 7 

Assistant Foods Manager 8 

Foods Manager . . . 12 

Housekeeper . . . 10 

Miscellaneous ..... 2 

Total 67 

Part B: 

Personality . . . . . . 12 

Final Total 79 

Thus if Part A scores and Part E scores were 

totaled, Part A would receive approximately five-sixths 

of the weight and Part B about one-sixth. That is, 
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five-sixths of the score would be based on the completion 

of household duties, and one-sixth of the score would be 

based on factors affecting relationships and personality. 

To determine whether this was a satisfactory balance 

within the total score, the writer noted that Part B 

would receive less emphasis in scoring than the duty of' 

child director, equal emphasis to the duty of foods man- 

ager, and slightly more emphasis than each of the other 

duties. However, each duty covers a period of approx- 

mately one week, but Part B evaluates characteristics 

which are significant throughout the ent±re period of 

residence in home management house. In weighting the 

score, the writer also considered the emphasis that co- 

operators placed upon the value of this part of the 

scale. Two cooperators, with whom the problem could be 

discussed, felt that Part B should be given greater sig- 

nificance than one-sixth of the total score. 

Thus to arrive at a better balanced final score, the 

following procedure is recommended for use: 

Process 

1. Total all score values for part A and 

divide by 2. 

2. To the above results (process 1) add the 

sum of the score values in part B. 
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3. Total the number of score values given in 

part A and divide by 2. 

4. To the results obtained in process 3 add the 

total number of score values given in 

part B. 

5. Divide the results obtained in process 2 by 

the results obtained in process 4. 

In using this scoring procedure part B contributes 

approximately one-third of the total weight to the scale. 

Allowance is made for omissions of items in case 

some do not apply to the situation. 

The results are converted into a composite value on 

a fivo-pont scale. 

For those who are interested in reducing any part 

of the scale to a value on a five-point continuum, this 

may be done by dividing the sum of the score values on 

the part to be reduced by the number of score values in- 

cluded. 

Scoring the Abridged Scale 

In part A of the abridged scale the weight of the 

items included in each duty are comparable with those of 

part A in the complete scale. The number of items in 

each duty is reduced by half; therefore, the total number 

of items In Part A of the abridged scale is one-half of 
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the total number in Part A of the complete scale. As 

Part B was not changed for the abridged scale, the rela- 

tionship between Part A and Part B would be approximately 

two-thirds to one-third, the same as fcr the final score 

of the complete scale. Therefore to determine the final 

score in the abridged scale, this procedure is recoIn- 

mended: 

Process 

1. Total the score values in part A. 

2. To this number add the sum of the score 

values in part B. 

3. Total the number of score values given in 

part A. 

4. To the results obtained ïn process 3 above, 

add the total number of score values given 

in part B. 

5. DIvide the results obtained in process 2 by 

the results obtained in process 4. 

This method of scoring places the scores on a corn- 

parable numerical basis, thus making it possible to use 

the scores from either scale interchangeably. 
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CHAPTER V 

StJÌM.AT PLND RECOMMENDATIONS 

In this study the writer has developed a rating scale 

for girls living in home management house. The need for 

rating scale rests in part in the large number of aeti- 
vities and the wide variety of experiences which the home 

management house provides. The need also rests in part 

in the dothle purpose more recently associated with home 

management houses, that is, emphasis upon human values 

as well as upon the development of skills. 
The scale was developed after a careful study of the 

organization of home management houses as determined from 

the study of literature and from the writer's familiarity 

with the three houses at Oregon State College and the one 

home management house at West Virginia University. As the 

rating scale was designed specifically for use in West 

Virginia University, the organization of the home manage- 

ment house in that school was scrutinized carefully to 

see if it might be fairly comparable to the organization 

in other houses. A minor revision of the distribution of 

duties was made before the scale was completed. Thus 

basically the scale was constructed upon a framework of 



duties which is quite representative of home management 

houses. 

For the development of the rating sc1e, other scales 

and rating devices were studied. It was decided for the 

purpose of this scale that a desirable form to use would 

be that of a linear continuum with scores ranging from 

five as the highest level of accomplishment to one as the 

lowest level of accomplishment. Furthermore it was de- 

cided that to define each duty or activity included in 

the scaie at three levels of accomplishment, the highly 

desirable level, the average level, and the level at which 

the accomplishment becomes unacceptable, would make for 

ease and uniformity in checking. 

For the development of the rating scale, student 

assistance was sought. The students living in home man- 

agement house the second semester at West Virginia Uni- 

versity, a group of twenty-four seniors in Home Economics, 

helped to determine a desirable form for the scale. They 

helped analyze and break down the duties as organized Into 

activities which could be rated separately. Twenty-one 

of these students rated themselves by this scale, used 

the scale as a basis for a conference with the supervisor, 

and made constructive criticisms. These si.gestions were 

incorporated in the scale. 
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Finally the opinions of specialists were sought for 

the development of the rating scale. Twenty-four coopera- 

tors checked and returned the preliminary form of the 

scale, which had been developed with student assistance 

at West Virginia University. They evaluated each item 

in the scale on the basis of whether lt was 1, "essential 

even for a much shorter abridged form of the scale," 

2, "desirable and would be well to include in a complete 

scale but not in an abridged form," 3, "unnecessary but 

might clarify somewhat the standard recommended and might 

be worthy of inclusion In the more complete scale," or 

4, "should be omitted from either..... scale." by ans- 

lyzing the results of these aopralsals, carefully con- 

sidering the comments of' the cooperators, and keeping in 

mind the objectives of home management house, the writer 

organized the rating scale. 

The rating scale has been developed In two forms. 

Basically they are constructed alike, but In the abridged 

form that part dealing with the household duties has been 

shortened so that lt includes helf as many Items as the 

more complete form. The two scales are comparable In 

scope. Each scale has a Part A which deals with evalua- 

tion of a student's level of accomplishment In each phase 

of each duty. Part A, as previously explained, Is de- 

fined at three levels of accomplishment, but allows for a 
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range of scores from five to one. Each scale has a foot 

note on each page of Part which provides opportunity 

for a student to explain if she had an acceptable reason 

for failing to do highly desirable work in arr area. 

Each scale has a Part B consisting of twelve points deal- 

Ing vith personality. Fach page of Part B provides a 

key for Interpretation of each of these characteristics 

at three levels of accomplishment although each is de- 

scribed at the highly desirable level only. Part B Is 

also scaled permitting a range of scores from five to one. 

Recommendations for scoring place approximately two- 

thirds of the weight of the final score upon household 

duties, arid about one-third upon personality factors affect- 

Ing relationships; that is two-thirds on Part A and one- 

third on Part B. This proportion was considered desirable 

In that (i) cooperators considered Part B of great impor- 

tance, (2) Part B is significant throughout the entire 

period of residence in the house rather than comparable 

to a single duty, (3) and while some might consider that 

Part B deserved more emphasis, these factors do to some 

degree influence the completion of the activities in 

Part A. 



The more complete form of rating scale for girls liv- 

ing in home management hoi.se is recommended for use in 

the following ways: 

1. It rny be used by students themselves. If lt 

Is so used it may facilitate le'rning by de- 

fining desIrable standards. It may help esch 

student to evaluate her accomplishments and 

her needs. 

2. It may be used by supervisors of home manage- 

ment houses. If it is so used it may help a 

supervisor to better understand her students and 

their needs. It may help her to evaluate stu- 

dents on a comparable basis. 

3. It may be used by both student and supervisor 

as a basis for a conference. Conferences fol- 

lowing the completion of a duty may be helpful 

if they Indicate areas In which a student may 

Improve in other duties. A conference follow- 

ing the period of residence is recommended. 

The scale would tend to give objectivity to a 

discussion of those personality factors which 

play such a large part In satisfactory living. 

The abridged form of rating scale is reco!nlnended for 

use by supervisors only. This form may save her time in 
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eveluating students, and as the scoring is planned on a 

comparable basis, the abridged form might be sstituted. 

The rating scale herein developed is planned primar- 

ily for use in the Home Management House at West Virginia 

University, Morgantovm, West Virginia. Insofar as opin- 

ions of leaders in home management from varicus sections 

of the United States and with different fundamental train- 

ing have cooperated, nd insofar as this house is similar 

to home management houses elsewhere, lt may be of more 

genersl use. It is hoped thit with some revisions to 

meet local conditions and specific organization of duties 

in other schools, lt may be helpful In other departments. 

As the writer received her training in management at 

Oregon State College, and as a majority of the cooperators 

have had sorne contact with the program at Oregon State, 

the scale is well adapted for use in the Home Management 

Houses on this campus. 

It is planned for use in houses in which there Is a 

baby, ag the baby becomes the center of interest and his 

care receives special emphasis In these houses. The scale 

may need considerable adaptation for use in houses where 

there is no child. 
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Excerpts froni 

A SYLLABUS FOR 

HOME MANAGEMENT LABORATORY 

"The beauty of the house is order, 
The blessing of the house is contentment, 

The glory of the house is hospitality." 
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Everyone 

1. Will soon, we hope, be thoroi.hly at home in the 
house. 

2. Is a cordial, poised, kindly hostess at any time. 

3. Is a cheerful, thoughtful, cooperative family member. 
4. Pnswers phone and doorbell when near. 
5. Picks up after herself -- In living room, basement, 

kitchen, own room, everywhere. 
6. Is thoughtful of others in use of the bathroom. 
7. Introduces her friends. 
s. Is present and assists in entertainment of house 

g ue s t s. 
9. Lives a normal college g1rls life at the house, with 

activities, òates, social functions, 1f she can 
manage her time well and do her full share. If acti- 
vities and outside work mike her schedule too full, 
they should be considered from the standpoint of do- 
ing her best work in her short stay at the house. 

lo. Follows college regulations. 
11. Assists with care of the baby. 
12 Cares for furnace when necessary. 
13. Plans time economically. 
14. Turns in copy of schedule, address, and phone number 

to advisor for files. (Often mail and calls come 
for girls after they leave the house.) 

15. Retires as early as possible (it is a busy life.) 
16. Is prompt. 
17. Learns something of her next duty from the girl who 

preceeds her. This is especially important for the 
housekeeper, who becomes the next child director. 

V. S SS V 
But if you wish for the happy years 
And the love of a friend who sees your tears, 
And the world's respect and an honored name, 
And all the joys which the gentle claim, 
You must think of others in all you do -- 
You must think of them first, and last of you. 

Edgar A. Guest 
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Every one 

Key words for our home management house experience are: 

Interest 
In learning, in growth, in the activities of the 

home, in the family members. 
ppr eç i a t in 

of the opportunities it offers, of the potentiali- 
ties of Home Economics, of family members as individual 
personalities. 
Pesponstbilitr 

Accepted as a privilege, a challenge. With consider- 
ation for others as we do our full share. 
Standa'ds 

High standards of living put into practice In the 
house and maintained as goals in our own homes. 
Menag ement 

of time, of energy, of money, of other resources 
to give a high degree of efficiency and econonr. 
_p,pl i C a t ion 

Of principles and facts learned to everyday tasks. 
Of full attention and ability to the job in hand. 
Cooperation 

'rj students, with resident advisor, with school, 
aiming toward successful, broadening, sociable family 
living. 
Adj ustment 

Then desirable for the comfort of the group as a 
whole, or for maturity in oneself. 
Evaluation 

Of opportunities and responsibilities so as to act 
or select for the greatest good for the greatest number. 
Ho sitaJ.ity 

Practiced at all times with intelligent use of social 
graces (such as introductions and consideration) for 
family, friends, friends of others, acquaintances, house- 
hold assistants. 
Orip 

Your own ideas expressed artistically and cleverly; 
an opportunity to try things you've never done as well as 
what you have already done well. 
Growth 

Growing as a personality because of full acceptance 
and utilization of all the opportunities offered in such 
a course. 

The more I see of life, the more I am convinced that 
God is not half so concerned about our happiness as He Is 
about our growth." Ava B. Milam 
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"The greatest privilege of the Home Management House 
is the pleasure in caring for the baby." 

The baby is an individual entitled to all the cour- 
tesy of any other individual. As such he needs a period 
of quiet when he may be alone for sleeping, playing, and 
learning. He needs the security of a steady schedule, 
of thoughtful attention to his needs, of affectionate 
understanding, of being held while he is fed. He needs 
an early example of cheerfulness, self-control, an. good 
English. He needs to be encouraged in the development of 
new skills. He needs social development, occasions in 
which we just play with him. Even as a tirr baby he 
needs to be wanted, to be loved. 

I. The Child Director is responsible for the baby's care. 
1. She keeps entire room -- shelves, closets, drawers, 

table tops -- clean and fresh all the time. 
2. Keeps laundry done. 

a. Rinses soiled diapers in toilet basin and flushes 
before putting diaper in the hamper. 

b. Keeps hamper lined with paper. 
C. Washes carefully. Baby's 

clothing should be rinsed until the water is 
C i ear. 

d. Dries clothing out of doors if weather permits. 
Hangs each piece attractively on the line. 

e. Irons whatever Is necessary, including sheets, 
pillow cases, gowns. Not diapers. 

f. Leaves basement, tubs, and lines neat and clean. 
3. Prepares formula for the day and stores in the re- 

frigerator. 
4. Sterilizes articles used for baby's food. 

a. Rinses bottles and nipples as used and keeps in 
order out of cook's way. 

b. Once or twice a day washes bottles and nipples 
with soap and water, rinses, and sterilizes 
them. Does baby's dishes herself. 

C. Keeps fresh nipples in sterile jars, freshly 
boiled water ready, and sterile bottles turned 
up-side-down on a trsy in baby's cupboard. 

5. Keeps daily records carefully. 
a. Records progress in mental, social, motor, and 

physical development as well as routine matters. 
6. Arranges for the other girls to be responsible for 

the baby when she is away and makes sure they know 
what to do and have all necessary articles properly 
prepared. 
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'7. Follows schedule. "Burps" him when fed. 
8. Keeps baby dry. 

a. Washes and dries hi thoroughly after a change. 
b. Has all garments out and ready before beginning 

a change. 
9. Bathes the baby. 

a. Navier turn her pack or 1eav& child alone on 
dressing table or in tub or wherever he might 
fall. 

10. Notices physical condition of baby. 
a. Stool and regularity of elimination. 
b. Food returned. 
e. Seeming restlessness or Irritability. 
d. Progress in weight and social and motor develop- 

ment. 
11. Before going on duty she learns about the develop- 

ment of a normal infant of the baby's age. 
12. Does not allow guests with colds to see the baby, 

or any guests to stay long enough to tire him. 

Babys .FQrmnl 
(To be filled in by the Child Director) 
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ChiJ Dtrectpr 

Baby's Schedule 

(Babies get thirsty, too, & may have sterile water often) 

From the Add 3rd- Add 4th- Add 5th- 
first 4th Mo. 5th Mo. 6th Mo. 

6:00 a.m. Change 
Formula 

9:00 a.m. Change 
Percomorph 
Orange Juice 

10:00 a.m. Change 
Formula 

2:00 p.m. Change 
Formula 
Fresh air 
Play 

5:00 p.m. Water 
Bath 
Pl ay 

6:00 p.m. Change 
Water 

10:00 p.m. Change for 
night 
Formula 

Cereal Vegetable 
(Vegetable) 

Continued 
addition of 
greater var- 

iety of s 

and meats 
(end egg). 

Cereal Cereal 
Vegetables Vegetable 

Fruit 
Me a. t 
Toe. s t 

Formula may 
be dropped 
soon 

2:00 a.m. Forrnula(often 
necessary for 
baby up to 
2 or 3 months) 
and change ________________________________ 

(Sleep and play periods vary widely with age, but need to 
be regular. Every baby needs fresh air every day, and 
should be taken outside or on sun porch whenever weather 
permits.) 
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Housekeep er 

I. The housekeeper cleans entire house except for dining 
room and kitchen. 

1. Plans weekly cleaning schedule for her own use. 
2. Dusts and goes over floors with oil mop each day, 

preferably before noon. 
3. Vacuums at least once a week, more often when 

necessary. She should learn to utilize the vacuum 
to its full extent for overstuffed furniture, walls, 
draperies, etc. 

4. Dusts walls and doors weekly. 
5. Notices curtains and draperies, dusting when neces- 

sary, and planning with instructor for extra clean- 
Ing or laundering of curtains. 

6. Empties waste paper baskets daily. Lining them with 
paper makes them easier to empty and keep clean. 

7. Keeps baby's room clean and neat. The child direc- 
tor cares for drawers, shelves, and all o baby's 
equipment. 

8. Washes bath tubs, lavatory, and tOilet daily. One 
method Is to clean porcelain and seat with kera- 
sene, wash with warm suds, and dry with clean dry 
cloth. 

9. Keeps all closets, including cleaning closets, in 
good condition. 

10. Washes mirrors as they need lt. 
11. Keeps basement clean and orderly, sweeping around 

furnace whenever necessary after coal Is added or 
ashes removed. 

II. The housekeeper cares for cleaning supolies. 

1. Keeps oil mops and dust cloths clean. She may 
shake mops on an open paper and burn, not out 
through an open door or window. Dust cloths may 
be washed in hot soapy water and rinsed thoroughly. 
Oiled cloths should be kept in closed glass or tin 
containers to avoid danger of fire from spontaneous 
combustion. Dust mops should be thoroughly dusted 
after each using, and washed with soap and water as 
often as necessary. Hangsmops and brooms up away 
from the floor. 

2. EmptIes dust bag each time the vacuum Is used. Use 
an open paper to empty, and burn. 

3. Plans with supervisor for purchase of cleaning 
supplies and bs what is needed. 

4. Keeps an itemized account of all expenditures. 
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III. The housekeeper cares for front walks, steps, and 
porches. 

IV. The housekeeper cares for the furnace. 
The furnace is an automatic Holland furnace, burn- 
ing coal and regulated by an electric thermostat. 
By setting the thermostat control above the thermo- 
meter to from 68 to 72 degrees, and keeping a good 
fire burning, the proper day-time temperature should 
be easily maintained. At night to turn the control 
to 55 degrees, and turn it up again when arising in 
the morning maintains a more healthful night tempera- 
ture for normal weather. Bank the fire at night 
with either ashes or coal. 

V. The housekeeper helps maintain a smoothly running 
household. 

1. Purchases supplies for baby (at request of child 
director) and all other articles not coming with- 
in the food budget. These include such items as 
paper towels, toilet tissue, new equipment, 
laundry soaps. 

2. Places sheets and pillow cases out for girls to 
change their beds with the change of duties. 

3. Collects and sends the laundry, keeping a list 
of items sent. 

4. Puts laundry away when it returns. If linens 
are put on shelves and in drawers with folded 
side out, they make a neater appearance. 

5. Waters flowers. 
6. Cares for magazines and newspapers. 
7. Forwards mail when necessary. 
8. Cooperates with dining room manager in purchase 

and use of flowers, greenery, and house decora- 
t ion s 

9. Closes the house at night. 
10. Keeps an itemized account of all expenditures and 

gives reports to supervisor when duties change. 

VI. The Housekeeper acts as host. 

1. Assists hostess in meeting guests at the door. 
2. Serves or assists with serving at the dinner table 

for family or compromise service. 
3. Visits the kitchen before the meal is served to 

see what her duties will be. 
4. Asks grace at the table. (usually.) 
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VII. The housekeeper assists the child director when she 
is needed. 

1. This duty does not imply that she is the only 
assistant. However, the housekeeper will be the 
next child director, and should learn how to 
care for the baby by assisting before she has 
the full responsibility. 

... ........ 

"What we call Luck is simply Pluck. 
And the doing things over and over -- 
Courage and will, perseverance and skill 
Are the four leaves of Luck's clover." 



Fooci Manager 

"Earning is an occupation, 
Wise spending is an art." 

I. The foods manager purchases, plans, nd prepares the 
food. 

1. Plans menus and checks with supervisor two days 
in advance of beginning her duty. 

2. Returns menus to advisor with reports when duties 
change. 

:2;. Takes inventory of food on hand. 
4. Makes market list. 
5. Bs or supervises all food purchases, taking 

advantage of as much quantity bing as possible. 
Stores food promptly after delivery. 

6. Secures and keeps all bills with detailed ex- 
penses and makes an itemized account when she 
goes off duty. 

7. Takes charge of meal preparation. 
8. Plans nutritionally adequate meals. 
9. Serves food attractively, considering color, 

variety of textures, and garnishes. 
lo. Uses fresh rather than canned vegetables as 

often as possible. 
11. Attempts a variety of dishes. Esch girl is ex- 

pected to prepare one pastry, one cake or cookie 
recipe, one muffin-type bread, one biscuit-type 
food, coffee, cocoa, tea, and a frozen food. 

12. Plans her tizne schedule and organizes her work so 
that meals are served hot and on time. 

13. Uses left-overs to advantage 
14. Uses seasonings in pleasing moderation. 
15. Attempts plausible new dishes, being alert to 

current suggestions from papers, magazines, 
books, and booklets. 

16. Serves one guest meal. 

II. The foods manager cares for the kitchen. 

1. Keeps the kitchen sink, tables, stove, and floor 
neat as she works. 

2. Keeps oven and broiler as well as rest of stove 
C i e an. 

3. Does not waste gas or electricity while cooking. 
4. Keeps dishes containirg food covered, including 

those in the refrigerator. Prefers refrigerator 
dishes for use then. 
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5. Keeps bread and cookie boxes fresh. 
6. Keeps drawers closed as she works. 
7. Keeps cupboards neat and clean. 
8. Defrosts and cleans refrigerator once each week. 

III. The foods manager is careful of her own appearance. 

1. Appears neat and clean in the kitchen, paying 
special attention to hair and finger nails. 

2. Allows herself time to brush up before coming 
to the table. 

3. Removes apron when not in the kitchen. 

IV. The foods manager is hostess. 

1. Directs table service, varying the service oeca- 
sionally. 

2. Invites guests. The hostess may state guest 
preference subject to approval of the entire 
group. 

3. Takes initiative In guest entertainment. 
4. Plans kitchen work so that she may meet guests 

when or soon after arrival for guest dinner. 
(Host may assist by meeting guests at the door.) 

5. Leads way to dining room. 
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Food Mnmet 

A Guide to Good Eating 

Milk 

2 or more glasses daily -- for adults 
3 or 4 or more glasses daily for children. 

Veg etable 

2 or more servings daily besides potatoes 
i raw; green and yellow often. 

Fruits 

2 or more servings daily 
i citrus fruit or tomato 

Fggs 

3 to 5 a week; i daily preferred 

i or more servings daily 

Cereal or Breed 

Most of it whole grain or "enriched." 

Butter 

2 or more tablespoons daily. 

(From the chart "A Guide to Good Eating," accepted by 
the council on foods and nutrition of the American Medi- 
cal Association.) 
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I. The assistant cook helps the cook. 

1. Assists in marketing. 
2. Assists in food preparation. 

a. As the major part of the food preparation is 
the responsibility of the foods manager her- 
self, the assistant should do such tasks as 
paring vegetables, keeping dishes washed, and 
generally fitting into the work plan of another. 
She should be observing and not have to be 
told every thing to do, but should not dic- 
tate to the cook. 

3. Helps keep dishes washed and kitchen neat before 
the meal is served. 

4. Helps get the meal on the table. 

II. The assistant cook washes dishes after each meal. 

III. The assistant cook cares for the kitchen. 

1. Empties and cares for garbage cans and kitchen 
waste paper basket. Keeps them clean, fresh, 
and lined with paper. 

2. Keeps cupboards clean and in order. Open shelves 
should be wiped oft once a week. Cleans some 
of the other cupboards and reports to the next 
assistant what has been done so that the group 
may progressively keep all of them clean. 

3. Cleans stove, including oven, broiler, and trays 
under burners. 

4. Mops kitchen and beck hail floors once a week. 
5. Cares for back porch and walks. 
6. Keeps tea towel racks neat. 
7. Launders tea towels and dish cloths. 
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I. The dining room manager cares for the dining room. 

1. Keeps dining room in order, cleaning floors, 
furniture, drawers, and closets. 
a. Sweeps floors after every meal. 
b. The dining table must be cleaned occasionally. 

One may wash lt with a cloth moistened with 
a light suds, wipe it quickly with a damp 
cloth from clear water, snd dry thoroughly. 
Çleai .pnly a small area .t tinie, ard not 
leave moist. 

2. Plans and executes centerpiece and other decora- 
tions. 

IT. The dining room manager cares for the linens. 

1. Launders all table linens. 
a. It Is econonr to use linens several times for 

the family group. One may keep large table 
cloths freshly attractive longer by sponging 
a spot over a clean dry pad and allowing lt 
to dry stretched out before it Is put away. 

b. $tains be removed before laundering 
linen. (Consult stain removal bulletins in 
supervisor' s files.) 

2. Irons linens carefull.ye Linen jt ver 
ga .tQ iron smoothly and must be well ironed to 
be attractive. Iron damask on the right side 
and linens intended to have a rough finish on 
the wrong side. 

3. Uses linens In rotation. 
III. The dining room manager helps with the dishes. 

1. Dries and puts away dishes. They must be rinsed 
in hot water, drained, and dried with fresh 
towels. 

2. Cleans silver. Keeping it clean is usually more 
satisfactory than letting it go for a big clean- 
ing day. The more quickly silver is washed ter 
use, the less cleaning will be necessary. 

IV. The dining room manager serves the table. 

1. Checks menus carefully in order to set the table 
correctly. 

2. Sets the table. 
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3. Serves the table 
4. nswers telephone and doorbell during the dinner 

hour. 
5. Sometimes assists as "elder daughter" in serving 

food at the table. 
6. Is always observing of the needs of those at 

the table. 



Sample of Preliminary Rating Scale -- 
Form Used by Students of West Virginia University 

A lf-rting Sca1e f Flome angmemcnt Ioi.sç 

Group A: The activities as itemized in column A are to be appraised with regard to the actual completion of the job itself. Each section, representing division of duties in the house, includes a list of acti1ties which are described at three standards, high, medium, and low. However, it is possible to make finer distinctions by ehckirig any values along this line from one to five, one re- ferring to the lowest standard and five to the highest. To score this part of the test, place the number representing the standard most nearly met in the 
column provided under t?Score, Group A." For example, if you were rating an in- dividual on her dish-washing standard, and you considered her work above aver- 
age but below the highest standard of perfection, you would score her as 4. 

Group B: Group B has reference to the reason for failing to complete a task and ,houl 
be soredJr every instnee iJi1eh th röu A onr 1c below 5 This col- 
unni is included because there are times in Home Management House when there are 
highly commendable reasons for failure to complete a task. For example, when the baby needed atention and only the housekeeper ws there to care for him, she would do so even though it might mean delaying her own work. If this con- dition occurred regularly because of the class schedules of the girls it 
might influence a student's score slightly, possibly cutting her Group A score to 4, but her Group B score would be 5; therefore her average would be 4.5 

Final Score: The final score is determined, as indicated above, by: 
( a) Averaging the scores for Group A and Group B when both groups are 

used, or 
(b) Repeat!g the Group A score for final score if it is 5 because it in- dicates rork of high enoth standard that there Is no necessity for 

explaining failure to do the best work. 
1 

Be sure to score very item in Column A. 



Child Director 

Group A Group B - 
'ro1 

5______ - .- 3 2 1 5 4 3 2 1 Snore 
A.Care of Room Item not Item not Item not 
1.Roorn lnvaria'b- Room reason- Room often perfected jerfected Derfected 

ly clean,neat, ably clean 'nd unattractive because because because 
attractive; neat all the or unclean; of wholly of what of defin- 
work completed time, or usu- work not acceptable seemed a ately r 
quickly accor- ally clean, planned and reason reason planning 
ding to high- neat, and at- not complet- thoi.h but was or poor 
est standards tractive; work ed; stand- fully un- probably evalia- 
of efficiency fairly well ards low. derstood poor man- tion, and 
and manage- managed; stan- snd appre- agement caused 
ment. dards accept- elated. or lack inconven- 

______________________ _______________________ of ob- lence to 
2.Shelves, Shelves, Shelves, tamable others 

elosets,table closets,table closets, table knowledge. 
tops, dresser tops, dresser, tops, dresser, 
and drawers, drawers, and drawers, and 
and drying- rack usually rack neglec- 
rack cleaned clean, neat, ted and often 
completely and attrac- imtidy. 
once a weeic tive. 
and always 
neat and at- 
tract ive. 

3.Baby's bed Bed changed Bed changed 
-- 

changed daily, about every when appar- 
made properly, other day ently essen- k and kept neat and made tisi and 
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Directions Sent to the Cooperators 
Who Evaluated the Preliiinary Rating Scale 

DIRECTIOiS FOR EVALUATIìG ITEMS TO BE INCLUD 
IN A SEL'-RATING SCAlE FOR GIRIß LIVING 

IN HOME MANAGEMENT HOUSE 

The seir-rating scale is composed of three parts. 

The first part, Part A, is planned for use in suimarizthg 

the girls' actual completion of the various jobs included 

in the home management house experience. The major 

duties have been broken down into parts, organized into 

what seemed logical groupings, and interpreted at three 

levels of accomplishment as explained below. Part B 

attempts to evaluate the reasons for doing the job less 

well than at the highest or standard level. It is in- 

eluded because it seemed more valid to keep the job it- 

self (Part A) separate and still provide a means of 

indicating situations in which the more desirable proce- 

dure for a girl to follow was to delay her own work for 

some more urgent need, as to care for the baby. Part C 

is planned to cover the personality phase within the rat- 

in; scale and is very similar in form to Part A. Its 

purpose is to include the less tangible factors which are 

significant in family living, and thus have a more com- 

plete picture, in the final analysis, of the girl's level 

of success in the house. 

An explanation for your use in evaluating each part 

of the scale w±ll immediately precede that section. It 
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will be helpful to you, however, 1f you glance through 

the entire scale to become somewhat familiar with its 

scope before you begin to make your analysis. 

Part A, mentioned above, is planned to be scored in 

the following manner: The duties are to be interpreted 

at three levels of accomplishment representing (i) the 

standard or very highly desirable level, (2) the average 

or moderately acceptable level, and (z) the low or the 

level at which the work becomes unacceptable. But to 

provide for greater flexibility and accuracy the scale Is 

divided Into five steps, thus: 

5 4 3 ____________ 
The standard The average The un- 
or highly or moderate- acceptable 
acceptable ly acceptable level. 
level, level. 

In the use of the scale one may, then, Indicate a level 

of accomplishment between 5 and 3 or 3 and 1. 

In the accompanying form, Part A is broken down Into 

short phrases. Please read each description of the 

"Standard or highly acceptable level. After each line 

in which there are the letters "e (essenti1), d (desir- 

able), u (unnecessary), o (omit)" Indicate your evaluation 

of the desirability for keeping that phrase or word In the 

scale or scales. Use the following key: 



(e) Encircle e 1f that phrase or word Is abso- 
lutely essential even in a much shorter 
abridged form of self-rsting scale. 

(d) Encircle d if that phrase or word is desir- 
able and would be well to include in a com- 
plete scale but not in an abridged form. 

(u) Encircle u if that phrase or word is un- 
necessary, but might clarify somewhat the 
standard recommended and might be wort}- 
of inclusion In the more complete scale. 

(o) Encircle o if the phrase or word should be 
omitted from either a complete or an 
abridged scale. 

This detailed evaluation has to do with the highest 

standards only. The space left for suggestions gives you 

an opportunity to suggest re-wording, different standards, 

or different organization for the first level. Please use 

margins, and If necessary, the reverse side of the page 

for suggestions regarding levels 3 and 1, or for comments 

on the whole of Part A. Your frank criticism will be 

greatly welcomed. 

As you work, please think in terms of your knowledge 

of and experience in home management houses so that the 

scale may represent the composite opinions of specialists. 

The final scale will be constructed on the basis of 

apDroxlmately twenty-two specialists, the majority of 

whom have been home management house supervisors. 



Sample Sheets Showing the Form in Which the Preliminary Rating Scale 
Was Submitted to Cooperators 

Samples of Part A, Part B, and Part C 

A SELF-RATING SCALE FOR GIRLS LIVING IN HOME MANAGEMENT HOUSE 

PART A 

(Key: e essential, d desirable, u unnecessary, o omit) 

standard (5) Iverage (3) Not ccetabe (i) 

I. Child Director 
(St:g estions) 

A. Care of Room eduo 
l.Poom i"variably eduo Room reasonably Room often unat- 

leah and attrac- eduo clean, and neat all tractive or un- 
tive; work corn- eduo the time, or usually clean; work not 
pleted quickly ac- eduo clean and attractIve; planned and not 
cording to highest eduo work fairly well completed; stan- 
standards of effi- eduo managed; standards dards low. 
cieicy and manage- eduo acceptable. 
ment. eduo 

2.Shelves, closets eduo Shelves, closets, Shelves, closets, table tops eduo table tops, drawers, table tops, drawers eduo and drying-rack drawers, and. dry- and drying rack eduo usually clean and Ing rack neglected cleaned completely eduo neat. and often untidy. once a week eduo 
and always neat. eduo 



DIRECTIONS FOR EVALUATING PART B 

Part B, which was explained on page 1 of the general directions, was planned for 

use parallel to Part A. It concerns the reason why a student may have a score lower 

than 5, or standard, on any item in Part A. The form anticipated for use in the 

scale is as follows: 

KE( TO PART B 

5 4 3 2 1 

Activity not perfected Activity not perfected Activity not perfected because of acceptable because of what seemed because of definitely reason thoufh fully under- a reason, but as prob- poor planning or poor stood and appreciated. ably lack of obtainable evaluation. 
knowledge or poor man- 
agernent. 

Examples Pert A 
5 4 3 2 1 Avg.core 

B.Serving the Table 
l.Table set on time with Table set early enough Table set late enougTî careful attention to to cause no great 1n- to delay meal or set menu, type of meal to convenience, and by another; careless be served, and the usually with proper selection or place- correct standards. silver and cover, ment of silver. 4 



Suppose a girl in the examples above was the only girl In the house on her only free 

morning hour three days a week. During the time that she was dining room manager the 

baby was ill, and demanded her full att.ention before lunch. She was a little late in 

setting the table, and because of her hurry did not check the service with the cook. 

But as her reason, the necessary care of the baby, was good, her score Is raised on 

this point by averaging the score for Part A and Part B. If, however, as In the sec- 

ond example above, she did less than standard work in care of linens, and had no ade- 

quate reason, her score would be lowered. 

Please indicate whether or not you consider this part of the scale of sufficient 

value to include in either the complete or the abridged form by use of the same sym- 

bols, "e (essential), d (desirable), u (unnecessary), o (omit)," as used before, and 

make any suggestions you may wish to make in the space provided below. 

5 

Activity not perfected because 
of acceptable eduo 
reason eduo 
though fully understood eduo 
and appreciated. eduo 

Sugg estions: 

3 

Activities not perfected 
because of what seemed eduo 
a good reason eduo 
but was probably lack eduo 
of obtainable knowledge eduo 
or poor management. eduo 

Activity not perfected 
because of definite - 
ly poor planning eduo 
or poor evalus- eduo 
tion and caused eduo 
inconvenience. eduo 

I-i. 



DIRECTIONS FOR EVALUATING PART C 

Part C, which deals with personality, is to be evaluated by the method used in 
Part A. Again, your frank suggestions with regard to each item or to the entire 
Part C will be appreciated. 

(Key: e essential, d desirable, u iinecessary, o omit) 
tandar (5) Aver (3) Not AecetabL (i) 

1. 

Adapted easily eduo 
and quickly eduo 
making satisfactory ad- eduo 

justment 
of attitudes e5uo 
and living practices eduo 
to fit into the group eduo 
and remain fair to herself. eduo 

Adapted fairly well; 
adjustment in most 
areas so she fitted 
In with the group. 

Failed to be a meither 
of the group because 
of unwillingneas to 
make changes, to ac- 
cept others, or to 
make an effort to be 
accepted. 

Was alert to needs eduo Showed that she was Failed to notice or 
and interests eduo generally interested to do arrthing about 
of others, eduo In doing her part In it if her interest 
to possibilities of develop-eduo congenial family liv- and those of others 

ment, Ing and for personal tended to annoy or 
to her idationship to the eduo development. limit the other total situation person. 


